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LOCAL AFFAIRS

Tkltiirrill National Bank

^

H P Carter— Bargains.
W H Parker ClothingCo— Sale.
Hancock County savings bank

Bank-book

—

Charles C Burrill A Son
Insurance agents.
J A McGown—Shoes.
Thomas C Nevells—Caution notice.
Anson I Holmes—Notices of foreclosure.
State—Tax sale.
Hancock County savings bank
Notice of
—

ELLSWORTH

—

Depository of the State of
Maine, the County of
Hancock and
two-thirds of Ellsworth's
Merchants

foreclosure.
Haucock County savings bank
deposits.
flhawmut Rubbers.

WE RENT

Unclaimed

—

for $3 per year and upwards.

In

MAILS RECEIVED.

MAIL CLOSES AT

m.

POSTOFFICK

Going West—10.80,11.80 am; 6.16, 9 pm.
Going East—6.46 a m; 8.46, 6 pm.
No Sunday mail after Nov 24;
date mail arrives from west at 8.11
for west at 4.20 p m.

until that
closes

a m;

Registered mail should be at postofflce half
hour before mail closes.

an

Mrs. Julian Estes, of Etna, is the guest
of Miss Erva Giles.
Mrs. 1. 9. Emery, of Brunswick, is the
guest of Mrs. A. P. Wiswell.

Koger Swan, of Bangor, was the guest of
L. F. Giles and wife Sunday,

A Financial “Nest Egg’’

2|Mis8 Gertrude Burns, of Bath, is
jfueot of Miss Bernice Eldridge.^

Should misfortune visit you in money matters, a (rood-sized “nest
egg" in our Savings Department will come In “powerful handy”.
Vo:i don't have to deposit this money In big lumps; a little at a
and lots safer for you. Our banklng-bytime is just as good
matl system makes it easy for you to do business with us from
Ask us for

particulars.
Town.

Old

Branohe*

Machlas,

Dsxtor.

was

here

His many

yesterday.

<X4

OF ELLSWORTH.

News was received in Ellsworth Oct. 20
of the death of Mrs. Mary L. Ober.
She

CAPITAL.$
SURPLUS and PROFITS,
STOCKHOLDERS’ LIABILITY,

Holt, of this city, the only survivors
family of nine.
At a meeting of Philip H. Sheridan
council, Knights of Columbus, last Sunday, officers were elected as follows:
Frank J. Dunleavy, grand knight; Jeremiah Hurley, deputy grand knight; Edward L. Drummey, chancellor; Thomas
Oaynor, financial secretary; Edward F.
Small, treasurer; John H. Bresnahan, recorder; David Carney, warden; Antonio
Bernardini, advocate; Daniel Doyle, inside guard; P. H. Shea, outside guard, C.
E. Monaghan, trustee for three years. It
was voted to change the time of regular
meetings from Sunday afternoon to
Thursday evening.

JOO.tico
75.000

100,000
1,400,000

ASSETS.

the

a

Absolute security, absolute permanency, conservative management and
the foundation upon which this bank
guarantee to you in connection with any
and all business which you may place in our hands.
Your account is respectfully solicited. We are empowered by law to
act as trustees for the estates of persons deceased. The reasons why its
services are more desirable than those of individuals are many.
Our experience is more extended, and our investment opportunities are
better. Our relations with clients are confidential always. Trust funds
and securities in its charge are kept absolutely apart from its commercial
banking assets. An additional guarantee of perfect security lies in the fact
that the transactions of this bank are under the constant supervision of the
State banking department.
Your business will be welcomed whether it be small, or large and every
possible accommodation will be accorded to you that iB consistent with
service—these tour form
painstaking
has been erected. These four we

A serious automobile
accident was
barely averted last Wednesday night about
11.30. Walter A. fionsey, with Mrs. Grace
Barron and son Milton, was on his way
from town to his home

MURDER OR ACCIDENT ?

friends

covered the windshield

HARRY

OAPT.

Bucksport
road, when, abreast of the high school
building, on the Burry road side, he was
run into by a machine coming down the
the

on

banking.

sound

SURRY,

YOUNG, OF

0.

THE VICTIM.

BODY FOUND UNDER BRIDGE IN SURRY
VILLAGE EARLY THIS MORNING-

ITMisa Winnie U. Southard has [returned hill with such force as to drive the
! from a week’s visit in Seal Harbor._
carriage completely away from the horse,
the harness Boraewhat and the
I
Until further notice there will be no damaging
carriage considerably, but fortunately not
meetings of Irene chapter, O. E. 8.
injuring the occupants. The auto was
The Kebekah supper, announced for
being driven by Joseph Carter, an emnext Tuesday, has been indefinitely postj
ployee of the Ellsworth Automobile Co.,
poned.
and had one passenger aboard. Carter’s
Capt. C. H. Davis, of Winter Harbor, explanation is that the pouring rain 90

—

any distance.

widow and two children.

in

effect Sept. 30, 1912.

From West—7.18 am; 4.14,6.26 pm.
From East—n.06, 11.67 a m; 6.47, 10.62 p

*NTn

S.

AT ELLSWORTH POBTOFPICB.

Open daily 9 to 4; Sat. 9 to 1

j

to the

the daughter of Jones Wesley and
Elsie J. Holt, ami the wile of Ed ward Ober,
of Castine, now of Atkinson. She leaves
besides her husband, five sons and two
brothers—Capt. H. B. and Capt. Charles

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

23 Main St.

/

&(‘3(Tttgenunt«,

p. m. No new names will be added
voting list after 5 p. m., Monday.
Elijah J. Partridge died Saturday at his
home on South street, after a few days
illness of scarlet fever.
Deceased was
thirty years of age. He was the son of
Mrs. A. R. Barron, of this city, by a former husband.
He was employed as blacksmith by James E. Anderson. He leaves a

7 to 9

was

Colou L Frasier—Caution notice.
Trrmont:
The Tremont savings bank—Statement.
Bangor:
Benson A Miller.
Cleveland, O:
The Harvey Oil Co—Salesmen wanted.

SAFETY DEPOSIT
BOXES

) IHTII1D AB »OOND*OUM MATTIB
I
AT THE ELL8WOHTH POSTOFFIC*.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 30, 1912.

NEW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS WEEK.

OF

&roetic<in.

dlstoortl)

prominent

SUSPICIOUS FEATURES.

The body of Capt. Harry C. Young, of
Surry, was found at 1 o’clock this morning under the bridge crossing Patten’s
pond stream, in Surry village. Circumstances

play.
picion

that, although his

suggest either

There

little

seems

suicide,

of

accident

or

foul

grounds

for

sus-

Capt.

that

except

who was notified, removed the body from
the stream and conveyed it to Capt.
Young’s home. The coroner has notified
Medical-Examiner Morrison and CountyAttorney Graham, and an autopsy will be
held—probably this afternoon.
Capt. Young was sixty-eight years of age.
He retired from the sea a bout five years
He
ago, andengaged in trade in Surry.
was highly esteemed in the community,
and was a
in
the
helper
Baptist
church. He was an Odd Fellow, a Mason,
and chairman of the republican town com-

mittee.

He leaves a
widow, two daughters—
Mrs. S.S. Scammon, of Franklin, and Miss
Hallie A. Young, of New' Hampshire, and
one son—Earl J., of Surry.

Acting on the murder theory,
Sheriff Stuart to-day detained
young man for examination.

Young was known to be in pcor health.
glad to see him.
lights were all burning, he failed to ob- The circumstances seem to
disprove the
serve the approaching team.
John
O.
Kief
has
a
restauJJCapt.
bought
suicide theory.
rant business in Lawrence, Mass., and left
Ex-Chief Justice L. A. Emery, of this
Capt. Young, who kept a small general
to take possession Mondaj’.
city, will deliver a series of lectures on store in Surry, just off the main street on

Deputya Surry

were

“The
We

Store”

Quality
showing

are

Bissells

a

Clarence

complete

been guests this week of Clarence B.
and wife.

line of

bor-Bar

The feature <»f the new sweeper is the Protected Corner,
lie sure ami see the new sweeper, “The Princess,”
in different finishes.

hauled out for the winter

yard.
Robert Browu,

at the Curtis
Mrs.

home in

Leominster, Mass.
Tolman,

Mrs. Nellie M.

ELLSWORTH

expected
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to arrive

funeral

the

to-day

her two chil-

Chicago, is
present at

sister-in-law, Mrs. C. P. Joy.

opening

The

Wall
af-t

Paper Bargains

spring’s

New line attractive chamber

slock at

and kitchen paper at

Half Price

lyoeum course, the
in

which

was

an-

Friday evening, Nov. 1, has
postponed. Dates will be announced

later.

boxes provided by the
election, under the new
law, have been received by City Clerk
The

new

State for

ballot

use

in

The boxes will be used at the elec-

Tuesday.

party of Ellsworth progressives, in
went to Bangor Monday
Governor Johnson, of
California, Col. Roosevelt’s running mate

automobiles,
evening to bear
on

the

can save a

Financial
matter of

little at

success

is

a

time.

simply

sticking to your

a

sav-

ing plan—making your
Character Stronger than
any

Temptation
to

Best in America

spend.

—Bank=—
rs/laln®

Commenced Business
May 1. 1873.

Leaden for Fall and Winter

progressive ticket.
play, “Mrs. Briggs

of the

week.
E. E. Joy will soon move his jewelry
store to the store adjoining the W. K.
in the building
Parker Clothing Co.

The Season of

FOR SALE BY

Me.

Money

is here and the Big, Beautiful
Blooms have unfolded their
petals just on time.
There are pink and yellow
and white ones all ready for

I

to Loan

Improved,

Productive Real Estate;

Collateral

and Commercial

ALSO

Municipal

Greenhouse

oo

Paper

Telephone

STATE STREET.

ELLSWORTH. MR

discontinuance of all
of

kind.

any

public assemblages

Many

exaggerated and

alarming stories of the extent to which
the contagion has spread are being circuAs

lated.

day

a

seven

fever in

matter of fact there

authenticated

cases

quarantine,
Elijah J.

the disease

eighth
Partridge,

the

In

Saturday.

broken

realize the

by people

seriousness

of

un-

being

bouse

who died of
of

some

first cases, which were mild in
quarantine established by the
was

to-

scarlet

Ellsworth, and eight houses

that of

health

are

of

form,

the
tbe

board of

who did not
the

offense.

48.

Several young mothers, with keen sym-

pathy for the bereaved young widow nowin quarantine, caring for her sick child, are
collecting and adding to their own donations household supplies, of which she

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.,
Civil Engineer,
Land Surveyor.

reported
The

to be in

sore

need,

for the af-

woman.

municipal

officers

be in session at the
aldermen

Friday

room

and

of Ellsworth will
of the mayor and
of this

Saturday

and Monday of next week to regisdnmulMH S4kl<tf.
ter names of voters. The hours of sesP. 0 Bo* 7. sions will be 9 a. m. to 1 p. m., 3 to 5 and
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.
week

was

some

last

bills in

seen

in

evening.

aifafTtiarronUk,

a

the
The

Kidneys Need Care

along

HIS WIFE ALARMED.

When he did not return home at his acMrB. Young
became
customed hour,
him

but did not institute

until

a

search for

midnight. Going

near

herself

store, she discovered some grapes
scattered on the bridge. Knowing that
Capt. Young was to bring home some
grapes, she at

once

became

suspicious,

and

notified Henry Shapleigh of her find. Mr.
Shapleigh immediately searched the locality and found the body.
The bridge is about fifteen feet above
the surface of the stream. The body lay
just beneath the upper edge of the bridge
the sidewalk side—along which there is a
wooden railing about 2% feet high. The
body was caught on a log and rocks, and
There
was only partially in the water.
—

was

the

a

small cut

forehead.

on

the head

Capt. Young’s

just

above

watch

was

running. A purse containing Borne small change was also found
The wallet containing bills
on the body.
in the

was

pocket,

and

missing.

a grape-basket and a
bag of beans which he was known to have
with him, were found some distance down
the stream.
SUSPICIOUS CIRCUMSTANCE.

Capt. Young’s hat,

1

The kidneys should receive careful and
constant attention.
They are working
constantly and demand it. Night and
day they are filtering the blood, preventing an accumulation of poisonous waste
matter.
Assist the
kidneys in their work,
strengthen them and enable them to perform their
duty without weakening.
Failure to do this will result in deposits
of poisonous waste material, the circulation becomes clogged and the system is.

slowly poisoned.

Nyars
Stoneroot
strengthens

Compound

kidneys, cleanses
impurities, opens up the
the

the
blood of all
circulation and prevents the disease from becoming chronic.
We personally recommend this preparation.
Fifty cents and one dollar the bottle.
Whatever a good drug store ought tohave—and many things that other drug
stores don’t keep—you’ll find here. Come
to us first and you’ll get what you want.

George A. Parcher
Ellsworth, Me.

I will pay per
quarantine is now being strictly enThe most suspicious circumstance in the
a special officer keeping an eye on
11.00 for all 4%
which
from
the
aside
missing
wallet,
birch hoops
tbe quarantined houses.
The board of case,
may have been swept away by the strong
health is taking every precaution possible current of the stream, is the finding of
to prevent further spread of tbe disease. drops of blood on the bridge and sidewalk, Am closing out regmust have ular SI.60 percale
The schools will probably be closed for indicating that Capt. Young
received the cut on his head before falling
The

Hoops

forced,

two weeks.

road.

again

at the bull

When

the animals had

he

reach

jumped

a

they crossed
the point where

moose.

Scammons

was

79c.

$2.70

Wrappers

•Can You Boat It?”

Underwear

for winter; men’s
from 47 cents up;
women’s 25c up.

H. P. Carter,
Main St.,

Ellsworth

acdttuenntnta

fence out of the

road, he found he had killed the cow.
He notified Game-Warden Michael A.
Shea, who went to the spot and brought
on the eastern
the carcass to his barn
road, where he left it for the night. Some
time during the night someone entered
the barn and stole the hind quarters of
the

from the bridge.
The theory of those who do not accept
is that Capt.
the theory of foul play
Young fell on or near the bridge, receiving the cut on his head, and, in a dazed
condition, fell or rolled from the bridge.
Capt. Young was in poor health, suffering, his physician believes, from canHe was subject to
cer of the stomach.
It is possible that he was
severe cramps.
taken suddenly ill on his way home.
Coroner L. W. Jordan, of Ellsworth,

as

arraigned in the

Ells-

municipal court this afternoon, on
He
complaint of Game-Warden Shea.
pleaded guilty, explaining that he was

SALE

OF CARRIAGES

and Other Stock.

worth

also visit his eister, Mrs. Dean, in
Ellsworth, before returning to Buffalo.
George Gault, jr., of Lamoine, was ar- misled into believing the animal was a
rested in Ellsworth by Night Officer bull when he fired.
In consideration of
He pleaded
Mitchell Monday night.
all the circumstances in the case, Judge
guilty in the Ellsworth municipal court Hall, after imposing a fine of flOO and
yesterday to the charge of being drunk costs, suspended execution of sentence
and disorderly, and paid a tine of flO and
upon payment by respondent of flO withcosts, $3.94.
out costs.
will

flicted

C. C. Burrill & Son

the

He

way home was but a short distance
the main street, across the bridge.

to the

on

known to have

night.

store about 8 o’clock in the

part of so learned a member of the profession, whose services are
so well appreciated by the lawT schools of
our three New England universities, Vale,
lectures

a

is

strength.

Newt

was

wallet last

alarmed,

country repairing clocks.
There will be a special meeting of the
city government next Friday evening at
7.30 o’clock, for a hearing on the petition
for removal of the oil tank on High street,
which was presented at the regular meeting of the board in October.

and Other Bonds
ascertained

Bangor

The

and he
1

“It is not easy to exaggerate the
practical value and importance of these

and tired

DEALERS IN

of approved
legality and

is

you to admire and enjoy. They
are waiting your order at the

Ellsworth

ON

former lectures.

done

was

says:

For several years he travelled about the

Rice, of Buffalo, who came
east to attend the funeral of his father,
A. H. C. Rice, is making a short visit at
He
the home of his brother in Calais.

[

courts themselves than

Cow Moose Shot, Carcass Stolen.
by the Horace Jordan estate. The
Herman J. Scammon was in the vicinstore is being renovated and redecorated
Junction Sunday,
Washington
I ity ot
for his occupancy.
when he saw a bull and cow moose in a
James Bonzey, formerly of Ellsworth field. He says he tired at the bull, which
Palls, died Sunday at the city farm, aged went down on its knees, but got up again
eighty-one years. Mr. Bonzey, in his and the animals started off.
Scammons gave chase to head them off,
younger years, was employed in the mills

Walter Allen

Reliable CIoiMde Co..
Kllsworth,

en-

owned

Hancock Co. Savings
Ellsworth,

probate

der

Poultry
Yard,” announced to be presented this
evening by the senior class of the high
school, has been po*tponed to a later date,
owing to illness in the city.
Principal H. A. McLellau and Miss
Mabelie W. Brown, of tbe high school, and
Mrs. Margaret Drummey, of the Pine
street intermediate school, attended the
State teachers’ convention in Portland last
The

Lamson&
Hubbard

been

Owing to several cases of scarlet fever
in Ellsworth, the bosrd of health has ordered the closing of the schools, churches
and the moving-picture theatre, and the

A

Everybody

have

been

tion next

St.,Ellsworth

They

rewritten, greatly expanded in
scope, and greater stress is laid on the

Boston and Maine.”

two

J. A. Thompson, Main

former occasions.

tirely

nounced for

Hale.

12c Double Roll

of the

on

probate law delivered by the chief-justice

in
of

to be

to-morrow afternoon of her

first entertainment

These lectures differ from the lectures
on

with

dren, who have been visiting her aunt
Mrs. E. M. Dodge, has returned to her

H. C. AUSTIN & CO.,
...

to be

road, was in the habit of
leaving fhe store between 8 and 8.30 in the
He always carried the money
evening.
from the store with him, having no safe,

The lectures

ill be given on Thursday and Friday of
that week, and on Monday and Tuesday
the following week, from 10 a. m. to 12.

BROOKLIN REUNION.

Saturday evening, Nov. 9, at Odd Fellows’ hall, Intercolonial
building, 214
Dudley street, Boston—Fourth reunion of
Brooklin club. Tickets, 50 cents.

the North Bend

law', be-

of

w

Mascot, of the Winter HarHarbor route, arrived in the river

Monday,

‘‘Probate Courts and Probate Law” at the

University of Maine college
Day ginning Wednesday, Nov. 6.

The steamer

Carpet Sweepers

Furniture Dealers Funeral Directors.

Nash, wife and infant son and
W. 8. Hinckley, of Bluehill, have

Mrs.

COMING F.VENTS.

George

B. Stuart

appeared

for the State

F. Giles for respondent.
No warrant has yet been issued for the
theft of the carcass, though there are
strong clues as to the guilty party.
This afternoon word comes of the shooting of another cow moose in the same
vicinity this forenoon.
and L.

Dr. C. H. Gibbs

announces

that he is

pre-

pared to practice medicine in Ellsworth and
vicinity. Office and residence, 10 Centraf
street.—Advt.

To settle the estate of the late Henry E. Davis the entire
stock will be closed out at a great reduction for cash or satisfactory interest-bearing notes. Stock consists of finished, unfinished
and second-hand carriages, Surreys, Bangor Buggies, Runabouts,
Solid-bottoms, Basket-seat rumbles, Buckboards, single and twoseat Express wagons, Concord wagons, 1 natural wood Chancellor, 1 4 horse Brake with 3 Horse Pole and whilfletrees and 2
Horse Pole and Whitlietrees, 2 partly finished Buckboards, 2
partly finished Rumbles, 2 partly finished Farm wagons, any of
which will be finished for customers by the same skilled workmen.
The carriages are either rubber or steel-tired.
Sleighs, single and double Pungs, Jumpers, Speed sleighs,
heavy and light-weight robes and blankets, street and stable
blankets, whips, fur robes and coats, single, double and team
harness.

HARRIET C. DAVIS, Administratrix.

tiiutudl Ifriuht GLoiumn

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

—1Tit. 11. 1-14
Hec by Rev

“Helpful

and

Hopeful.”

The purposes of this column are succinctly
title and motto—it Is for the mut’.a
uenc.flt, and alms to he helpful and hopeftf
Seine for the common good. It le f*»r theomdoo use—a public servant, a purveyor of lnelated In the

tho Week
Be. nn;ng Nov. 3, 1912.
Topic.—Th.-Chriskien vlnue*.—XI. Steak.

Prayer Maetmg Topic

WOMAN SICK
TWELVE YEARS

‘‘AlilT MAUQS"

SUITED IV

ft§ Motto:

for

i'.‘on«ec.-Ht.i>n m retina;.) E*isi.ermat- H. Doyle. D D.

Zeal hn« been defined as "eagerness
If
tn favor of a person or a cause”
this be a correct definition it natu«'f iter alll not t»e printed escept Of peraiaaon
rally follows that the greater the persoD Communications will
be subject 10 approvalor
and the greater the enuse the greater
reject on by the editor of the column, but *one
Human history has vrtliire
will be the zeal.
rejected without good fea- u. tddres*
demonstrated both the correctness of all communications to
Thk Amkkicak.
the above definition and the deduction
hi Ik worth, Me.
that has been made from it There has
been zeal for moderate men and modA FEW QUOTATIONS.
erate causes, but great men, great
leaders, hare been able to Inspire a de- Forever and ever the train goes by
The train of the marching years
votion that has been passionate, ami
Sunshine and star beam and cloud in the say,
great causes have aroused a zeai that
And under them smiles and tears.
has become a consuming fire.
Upon Never a pause, but oa and on.
this principle Christian zeal should be
The grave years pass along.
vastly superior to any other zeal, for With their battles lost and their victories
the
the reason that it is devotion to
won.
And their mighty, motley throng.
greatest person and to the greatest
cause in the world’s history. To such a We stand on the place to-day has given
To make or to mar our lot;
person as Jesus Christ and to such a
cause as Christianity Indifference and We may fill it up to the brim with heaven.
Or blnr it with stain aind blot:
half heartedness should be unknown.
for the good and true.
Christian zeal should be a consuming Bravely may toil
Earnestly strive and pray:
flame, a passionate devotion; it should
But the good or the ill we all may do
absolutely control and direct our lives.
Must be done in the span of to day.
Christian zeal Is enjoined upon all
—Margaret Sangater.
disciples of Christ It would seem unGood nature and kindliness cannot be put
necessary that It should be so. and yet
we all know the indifference and half on and off as a garment and kept for company
We must practice radiating heart sunuse.
heartedness of many professed follow
and keep it up until it
at
ers of Christ
They are zealous In be- shine right home,
becomes second nature.
half of their own interests, bnt absolutely lukewarm to the claims of Christ
A wise old owl lived in an oak,
Hence the Apostle Paul
upon them.
The more he saw. the less he spoke,
reminds us that we should be ■•zealous,"
The less he spoke, the more he heard;
and "zealous of good w orks.” For this
Why can't we all be like that bird?
tie
declares
redeemed
Christ
purpose
No, it isn’t a hard world unless you think
us.
The zeal of man for evil Is well
■known.
There are men who expend so. Your view is the whole thing.

ing

Dear Af. 8.

especially

■mission of Christ was jo seek and to
save the lost, and this should be the
one
great aim of every disciple of
Christ.
Every Christian should l>e
Ailed with “a passion for souls.” The
work of the church should also enlist
David declared.
the ChriMian's zeal.
"The zeal of thine house hath eaten
me up,” and John applied these words
to Christ when He drove the money
changers and other evildoers from the
temple at Jerusalem: “Zeal for the
Lord's house—for its worship, its honor, its work—should consume us all.”
Moreover, the Christian should be zealous in every good work. There should
be no worthy cause that tends to meet
the needs of man, to bring to him relief or to elevate him physically, morally or spiritually, but that should have
the whole hearted, earnest, enthusiastic
support of every disciple of Christ

us

report of yOUr experiences
ments in 4< housewifery”, and
a

naany

more

will

come

or

261.
of lirooklin grange
Oct. £1; twenty-two members
present. It wss voted to wait until the
next m-eting before deciding about entertaining Hancock Pomona here in 1913.
All members of tbe finance committee
being away, tbe worthy master appointed
a new committee.
Three candidatea were
instructed in tbe third and fourth degrees. No program was presented. After
grange, refreshments were served.

Arrangements
on

papers,
about sunshine

and hopefulness and good

cheer?
Tbe Universal Sunshine society catches
the eye of the busy man of allairs, for it
it has found

place in

a

many of the

new a-

papersinow in circulation. We sometimes,
aye, often, groan over the demoralization
of society generally, when we read of the
terrible tragedies which occur almost constantly, and we doubt whether the world
is really growing better, as some claim.
But cultivating sunshine
may work
marvelous results, because the good book
declares that evil deeds
the

are

associated with
that

darkness;
light
disseminated tbe better the prospect of

READING3.

evil

being

more

can

be

lessened.

Dtar Aunt Madge:
I do hope we shall hear some more about
this subject of “food values" and economy
and cost of high living. Oh, dear! 1 do believe I am wrong on that subject —the high
cost of living. I should have written it, I suppose. To tell yon the truth, I don’t know
much about domestic science, but since the
subject was started in the column, I have
been turning it over in my mind, and I hope
the nieces who are housekeepers are letting
the leaven work also, so that soon we may be
in the column of
able to compare notes
course—so that some new ideas will help us

Fullbacks, Halfbacks and Waybacks.
In

—

I have been wishing that some of the older
nieces would make a comparison of the cooking of fifty years ago, say, and the present
time. There was a time when ice-cream,
canned goods, whipped cream and salads
were unknown quantities, and no X. Y* Z.
could bring out their values.
To some people a roast is a roast, and that
is all there is to it, but let me tell you what
purposes a four-pound beef roast at twenty
cents a pound served one small family.
It
was roasted in a covered dish, a pint or more
of water being put in with it. Quite a hot
fire was made at first, and then a medium fire
kept, and the beef kept in the oven a little
over two hoars.
Of course it w*f served as roast beef, with
potatoes, etc. Enough of the “Juice" or
“st«ck” was taken to make gravy, bogie of
the gravy and potatoes being left, a relishing
breakfast dish was made by catting in pieces
the potatoes and some of the meat and warming them up in the gravy. After taking from
the baking dish the fat which had “colded"—
about a cupful, which is nice to put in real
or mock mince pies and which some use for
shortening for molasses cookies, the remainder of the stock was made into a rice
broth, a few pieces of meat being added.
There were still some nice slices of cold
meat for the second day’s dinner, and if you
will believe it, the small pieces of meat cut
from around the rib bones, with some potatoes left over the second day, made, with good
seasoning, a very appetising hash for the
next morning.
Here’s hoping that none of you will conclude I’m a mean woman or a “skinflint", but
no doubt it wfll seem to you, as it does to me,
that 1 got my money's worth out of that fourJBkth.
pound roast. Yours for the cause,
I call that

Beth, and I
aired.

a

practial lesson in economics,
glad the subject is being

am

Yon did not mention

thing left

for the

cat, but I

having

anypresume she

(don’t be offended) lor the
study of anotomy. Any way, you will always find room waiting yon in the column
had the bones

moon

made for the meetings

and

doubt others

1

no

trust

ELLSWORTH

one

:

It

and coffee next
members

are

'■

|

years ago there was a way of knitting
holders of germantow-n in two colors two

squares of each color knit in one strip;
then they were folded and sewed so that
each color showed as a tfiahgie, the four
triangles forming a square and a ring
or loop fastened to one corner to hang the
holder up by. Can some one tell us w hat
the stitch was and how many stitches

I

price*

K«««.
Fresh laid, per dot.
45
Poultry.
Fowl.
1*830
Chicken*..
.» *22

JOHNSONS
WOtYHE

Hay.
Best JttoM, per ton.
Baled.
ttr*w.
Loow
Baled

Potato**,

«ie
18

LINIMENT

4/0

10 «IS
IA

Used 102 years
for internal and
external ills.

C6 *08
1ft Tomatoes. ft
Ml Carrots, ft,
02
06 Squash,
OS^stfOB
10 Sweet potatoes, ft
01

pk.

01

26

Ouinus,

ft

04

40g30 Lemons, doz
Oranges, do*
10 Cranberries,
Tokay grapes. ft.
Basket grapes. 1?«21

I Coffee—per

j

ft

Bio.
Mocha.
Jav*.

A

j Japan.
Saturday evening. Tbo
Oolong.
to bring cake.
Su^rar—per
1

UrtwrlM,
Rice, per

Corned,
I Veal:

06gC8

Vinegar, gal
2Q*?ts
Cracked wheat,
oi
88
Oatmeal, per ft
04
Buckwheat, pkg
to
45<$65 Oraham,
04jitor,
04
80*06 Bye meal,

ft

meal, ft
Otl—per gal—
Linked.
<»ran

(trsnuisted, 084081*
08 >i0&l-j
Yallow, C
10
Powdered,
Molasses, gal.
3S460

Beef, ft:
Bleak,

85 040

qt. 06*10

ft

sprains,

etc.
£5c and 50c

everywhere
LS. JOHNSON
& CO.,

116

Boston, Sssss.
23
34036
15
25

-8
given by Lucy Cowing and Ella BurSalt.'
Steak,
14
Roasts,
UN.
15918
15
rill; vocal solos, Nellie Cook, Marcia Bur- Lamb:
nt! and Alta Black|
Nettie
15
025
recitations,
Houston, Ella Burriil, Ida Houston, Laura
Fresh Ptahe
Hattie
Hazel
Cook,
Miller,
SO Cod.
Cowing; piano Mackerel, ft.
Haddock.
06
Shad,ft
Marcia
B
a
solo,
were taken up? I remember garnet and
Burriil;
tableaux, “The Halibut.
v>
Night Watch;” duct, Ethel Fogg and Oj tiers, qt,
chinchilla made a pretty combination.
W Smelts,X
15
Marcia Burriil; dialogue, MA Woman’s
;
Flour, Grain and Feed
RECIPES.
Business Meeting;” pantomime, “Courting
Oats, bu
60
Plour—per bbl—
Dew
Mountain
Pudding
Three Under Difficulties,” and
6 00 d? 60 Shorts—bag
160*186
gntpbophone se1 85
Mi* teed, bag 1 6.6*1 76
crackers, yolks of two eggs, one pint milk lections. The ladies were declared win- Corn. 100ft bag
1 65
Coro meal.bag
MiddliDgs.bg 1 65 2 CO
two tablespoons prepared cocoanut; roll
1 66
ners in the contest.
The gentlemen will Cracked corn.
crackers fine, add other ingredients, bake
i furnish a supper.
thirty minutes. Pour over the pudding
beaten whites of two eggs, pinch of salt,
law meoARDixa wiiohtm amd wkASt'aas.
MAK1AV1LI.K. 441.

were

relief for

03

Kerosene,

.Heatsan«l Provisions.
Pork, ft:
25*45
Chop,
* *»
Ham. per ft
10*15
Shoulder.

sure

coughs, colds, sore
throat, cramps, cholera morbus, diarrhea,
cuts, burns, bruist

20328
:<8

Te*—per ft—

to have cake

KBW CENTURY, 356, DEDHAM.
One application for membership was received in New Century grange Oct. 36.
The ladies filled t he chairs.
Many visitors
were present to enjoy the
special program
which the ladies had prepared. Readings

SCOTT'S.

quotations below give tbs range of
in Ellsworth:

Tho
retail

Fruit.

requested

tabtfitaft for

Country Crrwture

:

voted

Rtjtct

ItKKTH

Creamery per *.35 lW
l»»lrj...»«M

of each month this win-

was

.>1

Butter.

steward, and he and the new treaswere installed by the master.

visitor.

ft drivtt oat and Inapt oat coldi

by raising endurance-power
and creating strength.
Scott a Bows*. Bloom 6*1.! is. j.

clected

not

are

Mrs. Abbie Hutchins, with little daughNortn Penobscot, visited her parents, Freeman Carter and wife, Sunday.
Oct. 28.
L.

The program consisted of readings, i Lettuce, bead
Parsnip*, ft,
piano solo* and discussion of the high coat Cauliflower.
of living.
Bro. W. K. Salisbury waa Cabbage,

and do likewise.

—

ter, of

Committees to provide refreshments j
were appointed, and efforts will be made
to make the programs for those
evenings

•specially interesting.

purpo:

coal for heat—
Scott’s Emulsion does this.
A teaspoonful after each
meal makes body-warmth—
healthy, active blood
sharpens the appetite and
makes all good food do good,

Otto Partridge and wife, of Bucksport,
at their cottage here, hunting.
Mrs. John Staples, of North Surry, is
raring for her mother, Mrs. Albion Saanders, who is ill.

ter.

it easy to make and very nice for dessert.
8. J. Y. has begun her Christmas knit-

GOODALL
From Loom
io Wearer

—

AT MILL PRICES

«

one

cup sugar, flavor with lemon.
brown.

Bake

a

KIT IKK Y

TO CAKlfiOl

Sawyer, aged sixty-five, secretary
of state in Maine in 1880, died at Sioux
P. A.

City, Iowa,

last

Wednesday.

A bushel of
Liverpool sail ahall weigh 60
pounds, and a boahei of Turk's Island salt
shall weigh 70pounds
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
I in uh d order and fit lor shipping, is 8U
was not much special work, so the time
potnNU. of apples, 44 pounds,
i The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
was given wholly to the
literary program, ] good order aud fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
which was given by the single members, of wheat, beets, ruta-haga turnips and peas.
60 pounds; of corn. 66 pounds; of onions, S3
in the contest. The contest was to be four
; pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
Indian me* 1,50 pounds; of parsnips. 46 pounds;
evenings, but owing to the bad weather, j of
buckwheat. 48 pounds; of oat*.
barley and
it was \9ted that it be closed. The single 32 pounds,
or even measure as by agreement.
members won by 130 points. The married
members will furnish supper Saturday

Mariaville grange met Saturday evening. Owing to bad weather, there has not
been a meeting for three weeks. There

delicate

|

Mrs. L. M.N. Stevens, of Portland, was !
unanimously re-elected president of tbe
national W. C. T. U. at tbe convention in
Portland, Ore., last week.
evening, Nov. 2.
Hugh McGilvary, aged fifty, of Bangor,

employed
circular

injuries

in

a

saw

Stillwater, fell on a
Wednesday, receiving

mill at
last

from wbicb be died

a

few

bours

later.

Olof Sanstrom, aged sixty years, a raillreceived injuries in tbe mill of tbe
Great Northern Paper Co. at Millinocket
Tuesday of last w’eek, from wbicb he died
Thursday at tbe hospital in Bangor. Mr.
Sandstrom was a member of St. John’s
commanderv, K. T., of Bangor, and of

I wright,

Kora

temple, Mystic

Shrine.

That some of tbe men employed by tbe
U. S. lighthouse bureau are engaged in tbe

selling short lobsters, is tbe
charge made by lobster fishermen of Casco
bay and vicinity. James Donahue, commissioner of sea and shore fisheries, made a
protest to the officials at Washington and
business of

as a

result of

this,

a

letter has been sent

Portland’* New Organ.
Portland is naturally very proud of its
new
|60,000 organ
perhaps the only
municipal organ in the country—and it

Constipated, and

everybody to hear it.
has
an
“official"
city also
organist—city organist is his official title
in the person of Will C. Macfarlane, a
musician of high order, and a recitalist of
The

—

national

repute.
That the public may hear this great
organist put this great organ through its
paces, the city authorities of Portland
have

planned

for

a

series of

twenty organ
concerts, one about every two weeks from
now
until next June, the first being
scheduled for to-night.
In addition to these concerts, for which
an admission fee is charged, free
Sunday
afternoon concerts will also be given, and

to these everybody is cordially invited.
This noble instrument is located in the
auditorium of the new city ball; it is the
gift of a former resident, Cry us H. K.
Curtis, and is given in memory of his
friend, the late Hermann Kotzschmar.

Goodall Worsted Co.

Don't

Saleroom.

It

odd, but it is true, that you
may be constipated and not know it.
You can see why it is. Take a glass
and pour in water until full. If you keep
on pouring in water after the
glass is full,
it will run over, but the glass stays full.
seems

Just

with your bowels; they get full
matter, and then they pass off or
expel from the body only about the tame
amount that goes into it in the form of
food.
of

Sanford, Maine

NO MORI:
GRAY OR
FADED HAIR

so

waste

So you may have a movement of the
bowels every day and yet there will remain
waste matter that ought to be removed.
Give your bowels a gentle but thorough
out and you'll feel great.
The prescription I used for this is put
up and sold under the name of Dr. True’s
Elixir. Doctors and druggists use it in
their own families. Costs but little and
brings health to men, women and children.
Tastes good. Works gently. Remember the name, Dr. True’s Elixir. Price,
35c, 50c and $1.00.

cleaning

StibmiBttntnte.

I, Women and men who use } A
IAN Singe cuw be sure their hint

turn gray.
PA K181A X Sage will preset'’ the
natural color of the hair; stop it fro®
beeoin'ug laded and lifeless, nod, of
the
nourishing the hair root, give t*
hair a lustre and radiance that compels admiration.
PARISIAN Sage stops falling hair:
banishes dandruff; makes the -UP
clean and free from itchiness am- promotes a growth of heavy hair.
,
Large bottle 50 cents at dealer*
l’archer
A.
G.
Sold
by
everywhere.
never

on

money-back-if-dissatisfied plat-

High=0-Me
That’s the Proper way
Pronounce HYOMtiCatarrh
the
Famous
Remedy Made from Austo

Chick killed a large moose last
Friday James Colburn short a bear.

Which

Bewail

successful.

make it aril.
It
good.

^/v tiuct.

wants

Linwood

i
Oct. 28.
E.
Saves Leg Of tfoy.
“It seemed that my 14-year old boy would
have to lose his leg. on account of an ugly
Doan's Regulets cure constipation, tone the
ulcer, caused by a bad bruise,” wrote D. F!
Howard. AqUone, N. C. “All remedies and stomach, stimulate the liver, promote digesdoctors’ treatment failed till we tried Buck- tion and appetite and easy passages of the
len s Arnica Salve, and cured him with one bowels.
Ask yonr druggist
for them. 25
box."
Cures burns, boils, skin eruptions
cents a box.—Advt.
piles; 25c at all druggists.

make

COLORS: Natural Tan. Olive etui Oxford. in Plain and Fancy Weave*. Al> •
full line of up-to-date Wonted Cloth*, ia
y
the Utrat pattern* and color*, now rfor Pall and Winter. Send for aamp

Know It!

GKEAT POND.

Nickerson and Howard Lord came
from Partridge brook with a moose and
two deer. A large deer was shot yesterday, and two or three smaller ones during
the week. The Franklin party was not

wearer*

We

—

at |6,000 for appearance at the December
I session of the district court in Portland.

week.

Guaranteei^iShable
It's

iUforrtist aunts

lighthouse keepers and their
discontinue the practice.
Ernest A. Farris, for the past thirteen
years assistant postmaster at Eastport*
j pleaded guilty before U. 8. Commissioner
MAKIAV1LLE.
| Keid at Bangor Friday to a charge of emj bezzlement of postal funds to the amount
Mrs. Mattie Foster visited in Amherct
of 15,000. Farris was arrested in Eastport
j
Sunday.
Thursday by Deputy U. 8. Marshal
Mr. Kuskiu has purchased the farm
Stevens, following an inspection of his
known as the Charles Carr place.
stamp account by Inspectors Pierce, of
Oct. 28.
F.
Bangor, and Hart, of Ohio. Bail was fixed
broadcast to

assistants to

as

j
j

the full

were

same

to resist

consumes

WEST SURRY.

LAMOINK, 264.

An increased attendance can be reported
for our last meeting. Past Worthy Master Jesse j£. Young occupied the chair.

us

resistance-power- as a furnace

SPEC.
_

held

Melissa, do you recollect sending me a
BAST BM7KH1LL, 252.
published by a ladies' church
East Btuebill grange held its regular
society in Massachusetts. At the end of
this M. B. C. yon will find a recipe for meeting Saturday evening, Oct. 26, it bepudding, taken from that book, which I ing the ouly meeting held this month.
hope many of you will try. You will find There were only twelve present, including

Whatever any of

Oct. 28.

BROOK UN.

wss

tUe Otd

»U

are

cookbook

write either in private letter
publication receives its color from our

Mrs. Clara Clapp spent a few days last
sister, Klbt Thurston.
Rev. J. K. Thurston, of Wore otter,
Mass., and Miss Emroj Buck, of Ortaud,
-a«.

serves t. e

unsettled jj
elements find serves as tbe
greet source of our body-heat.
Greater bod -vrrmth means
richer bkvd, r ore fat, not p
obesity1 ,u f t which the bcey
conMtmu tor w«ulr.th, vital, y,

week with her

visited their cousins la*»

t

it enables

a

Thurston home.

regular meeting

urer

may

|!

_

experi-

we

j

J W Eld ridge

If you want special adTlce write to
Lydia £. Pinkham Medicine Co. (eonfldentist) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held in strict cenlldencw
for

A. £. Douglass, of Caaline, is buildiug
bungalow near Charles Pert’s.

Program of host grange
Closing
A

i

NORTH SEDGWICK.

Conferring fifth degree
Topic: The agriculture of this nation,

r

^

H.

Oct. 22.

Binging

ting
planning
only for the busy season, but in season to
own point of view, but have you all noticed
avoid
a
i
its
too
season.
Perbeing
busy
how much is said in many of the "home”
of which so many are published, ! haps some of you remember that a few

or

Num. xxv. 10, 11; II Kings x.
16-28: Ps. lxlx. 1-0: Eccl. lx, 10;
Matt xxi. 1-14; John il, 12-17;
Rom. x, 1-3; 1 Cor. xiv, 12; Eph.
v, 13-21; Gal. vt 1-10.

the Christian Endeavor movement the great crowd of young people
and some older people, too, are “forwards.”
They always have the goal
in view, and they press on toward it
The
eagerly, bravely, strenuously.
growth of the cause to 71.000 societies
in less than three decades is to be
credited largely to the go ahead element the young men and women of
A
vision and courage that have dared.
halfback or a fullback in football is
a useful fellow who stands behind the
“forward" to support him and stem
the opposing tide of play should the
In
enemy
pass the front players.
Christian Endenvor. ns in all religions
work, the halfback Is the stiff Jointed,
lukewarm person that hobbles t>ehind
the crowd and is not very anxious to
keep up with the procession. He lassoes the forwards with his well directed mnrmurings and his little criticisms
and his doubts and fears and at least
In many
hinders the forward rush.
respects he is a splendid fellow. His
great fault is that be hasn’t enthusiasm enough to gallop with the crowd
nor sense enough to keep out of the
The fullback Is a ponderous
way.
He has literally to tie
proposition.
pulled along. Of course he is a good
fellow. One cannot but love him. The
unfortunate thing is that he places his
solid weight down on a back seat
every time, and neither he nor the seat
will move. But worse than all is the
wayback. He is not in the game at
all.
He is among the spectators and
appears to be a general coach. He la
never caught in a scrimmage until it
is all over, and then he suddenly appears In order to explain at length
how It ought to have been done. Well,
I wonder where I belong?
I know
where I want to belong.
I love the
I want to be among them.
forwards.
I will begin today. I will move from
the fullback seat right up to the
front under the nose of the preacher
in church and In front of the leader
in the Christian Endeavor meeting. I
will push everything that comes my
way—forward, not aside. I will smile,
I will encourage the other fellow.
I
will be among that host that rushes on
to great things with a hurrah.—Rlppto
in Christian Endenvor World.

pains,

contains no narcotic or harmful drugs,
and to-day holds the record of being the
most successful remedy for female ills we
know of, and thousands of voluntary
testimonials on file in the Pinkham
laboratory at Lynn,Mass., seem to prove

appeal

so

BIBLE

suffer-

•»-

|

of

Address of Welcome.A H Hutchins
Response...•;*.Bert Urindle
Business
Report of granges
Topic: What are the greatest dangers
that threaten onr county's welfare? E
W Burrill. J M Hutchins
Recess
Call to order

Street, Louisiana, Mo.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, made from native roots and herbs,

this fact.

Jordan gave a birthday party 16
friends Monday.

Oscar

Opening exercises

at monthly periods, bilious spells,
and was (jotting worse all the time. I
would hardly get over one spell when I
would be sick again. No tongue can tell
what I suffered from cramps, and at
times I could hardly walk. The doctors
said I might die at one of those times,
but I took Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and got better right away.
Your valuable medicine is worth more
than mountains of gold to suffering women.”—Mrs. Bertha Muff, 503 N. 4th

IWe^g.

could not subscribe to.

oown

his young

Hancock Pomona grange with
Narramissic grange, Orland, Nov. 9:

pains

to you. Some of them you
would assent to; others you would not or

would

ing

women.

King

j

wife.

HAKCXX'K POMONA, 13.
Following is the program for the meet-

“I had been sick
about twelve years,
and had eleven doctors.
I had drag-

tl&Ve been Writing these various
quotations, I have wondered (if you should
lake the time to read them all) how they

znftnlfested In soul saving. The Supreme

other

j

Frank Manchester and wife, of NorthMrs. Maneast Harbor, are visiting
of
Hancock
Saturday, Nov. 0—Meeting
Chester's parents, Alfred Harderson and
|
Orland.
Pomona with Narramissic grange,

but complete restoration toheaJth means
so much to me that
I cannot keep from
telling mine for the

sake of

WALTHAM.
Mr*. W. D. Bletben, of Lisbon Falls, is
visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Clara Reed, of Sullivan, is the guest
of Milton Haslem and wife.

DATES.

Louisiana. Mo.: —“I think a woman
naturally dislikes to make her troubles
known to the public,

enough energy In dishonesty which, if
Each one or u* is a candle to some one who
applied to legitimate avenues of life,
trusts us and the measure of the light we shed
would bring rich and abundant reis the degree of our trustworthiness.
Be
wards. The emissaries of evil are unsomeone'! sunrise.
Bring the clay to some
tiring in their efforts. To counteract heart, just by shining in the right direction.
their influences and to replace evil with Show others a way to love and service. The
good the disciples of Christ must be glow of your soul may be a lantern to someeveu more earnest and more zealous in one tem peat-tossed. adrift without oar, or sail,
ali their work. In such a way only can or anchor. Keep a light in your face! Let
your soul shine through!
success crown their efforts for good.
We must not be "weary in well doing.”
but "zealous of good works."
Christian zeal should, be

This column >• devoted lo Ibe Orange, esto the granges of Htfooek county.
column ia open to ell grangers for the
discussion of topics of general Interest, tad
for reports of grange meetings- Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, bat names w»li not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will he rejected without
good reason.

pecially
The

Want* Other Women to Know
How She Wat Finally
Restored to Health.

f -rmatlon and suggestion, a medium forthelnin this capacity it solicits
t. rohfinge of Ideas.
communications, and ltssucces# depends largely
oi
he support given u IB this roapect. Communications must be signed, bui the name of

AtsbcTtlsrmoiUL

COUNTY NEWS,

vlmong tl)t ©rangers

T

wins?

tralian

T.

w. w.

—

T-

The T that

r.

—

w. h.

T.

always wins

■

UPTON’S TEA

Eucalyptus

Other Antiseptics
Breathe It.

—

anu

Just

It Banishes

Catarrh
reG. A. Parcher is authorized to
fund purchase price to any d'ssau-'
»*•
customer.
Complete outfit.
extra bottle, 50c.

NEWS.

BOUNTY

M'KINLEY.
Manchester Is visiting in
Jlrs. EliMtMtb
Harbor.
gar
and family are living in
U|«vetle Carter
thautt * Harbor.
visited Mra. Annie Trask
tin. C. B. I)ix
last week.
is Rockland

and wile visited W. P.

Joseph Sansgter
wile taat week.
MorphV and
House

have moved into
John Sice and family
Tanner's house.
—rt of Mra. Van
arrived Friday to
James W. Thurston
of hia grandmother.
stiend the funeral
Moulden. He returned to Portland

Monday.
Hr,. Hannah Moulden died Wedneaat the homo ol her daughter,
J,y, Oct. 23,
She bad been in
jlfs. \V. J. Thurston.
for some time. The family
poor health
the sympathy of all.
mu

The -ad news of the death on October
Z. Richardson, of
j of Mrs. Whitcomb
Wellesley. Mass., was received here. She
trill be greatly missed by everyone. The
family has the deepest sympathy of the
antire community.
John p. Kldridge, of Ellsworth, who Installed I he furnace in thfe new schoolW. Richardson while
mens.,, visited P.
The championship of euchre changed
hands Thursday night, when the excoonty commissioners challenged H. P.
Richirdson and E. A. Stanley for a game.
Final score, 31-18.
P. M.
Oct. 26.
here.

_

HULL'S COVE.

Chicago (ora

is in

few

week*.
Mr.

Keizer, who has been quite ill the

past week, la better.
3. B. Dean* of Boston,
recently on business.

has been in town

Mr*. Marcia Killam, of Livermore Falls,
visited Mrs. Frank Hatnor recently.
Mrs. Lena flamer is home, after a threeweek? visit in New York and Boston.

a friend visited
sinter, Mrs. Laura White, last week.
Arthur Law ford and wife, of Bar Harbor, vnoted at John Stanley** over Sun-

Mrs. KUa Archer and

her

dsy.
have closed their
Bar Barbor for the

Charles Shea and wife

this week.

SARGENTVILLE.
George W. Qrindal
Lynn, Mass.

has

returned

from

William H. Simmons has returned from
Mass.

Quincy,

Addison G. Sargent
Newton, Mass.

has

returned

to

Charles K. Foster and wife visited in
Bangor last week.
Arthur Nevells and

Bangor last

son

Irving

in

were

week.

l*red L. Bennett and wife have returned
to Somerville, Maas.
Charles Simmons and
visiting in Biuehill.

wife have been

Herbert S. Dority and wife spent part of
last week in Bangor.

Burns, of West Eden, spent
with her mother, Mrs. Frances

Brewer.
Mrs. Herbert Parsons closed her sumhome, “Honfleur House," last Thursday, and left for her home in New York.
mer

Mrs. Prudence Haalem, of Franklin, is
spend the winter with her grandMrs.
daughter, Mrs. Effle Hinckley.
Haalem was accompanied by her daughter,
Mrs. AH da McUown, who visited relatives
a few days.
here to

Oct. 2*.

ANNE.

is

several

her

daughter, Mrs. George Jor-

months with Charles L. Babson

and wife.
(Jet. 28.

Sim.

Dunbar’s mill is sawing staves, with
full head of water.

busi-

Mrs. .Seth Rica ban returned from
Bangor, Old Town and Sullivan.

to

a

trip

Frank Johnson left Monday for Gloucester, Mass., to stay until mid-winter.
Mrs. Charles Spurling and daughter,
Mrs. Fred Birlem, left for Boston Monday.
Oscar Wedge, who

Boston,

In

arrived

Saturday. They

was

recently married

home with

make

will

bit bride

their

home

a

William Moser, of Danvers, Mass., has
visiting his relatives, Reuel John-

family.

son’s

The metal ceiling for the church having
arrived, services will be held at the hall
until it is put in place.
Miss Lydia Hill, of liar Harbor, spent
the vacation of the high school during
the State convention with her relatives
in town.

Miss Abbie Bragdon has just returned
from Bangor, where she has been to receive

throat

treatment.

guest of Mrs.
a few days.

hospital.

Mrs. George Jordan, of Seal Harbor,
who has been visiting her mother, Mrs.
Lucinda Stanley, returned borne Sunday.
Her mother went with her to spend three
or four weeks.
A pleasant
surprise was given to J. Y.
Spurhug and wife Wednesday evening,

*

'iW)trttsrmnui

She

the

was

J. D. Holmes in Brewer for

Frank

American

Header*

Conger Doubt

Can

the Evidence-

dull, heavy ache in my back
subject to dizzy apella. Itead-

bow effective Doan's Kidney Pills
in auch cases, 1 procured a supply

began using

them.

They helped

me

riKht away, also correcting difficulties
with the kidney secretions. This remedy
^n be
depended upon to bring benefit

tnd

lasting
July 6, 1908.)
A

on

been successful.

bas

some

an

twenty-nine

years, is visJames R. Ash and wife.

H.

Oct. 2d.

relief.''

(Statement

Oct. 28.

working

is away

C. G. Small and

wife, Ralph

Wylie Hammond

in

day

from
E.

week’s visit in

a

Varnum

week’s visit

in

has

Kingman.

returned

Lewiston and

from

a

Togas.

Archer Bridges and wife have returned
a vacation spent in Cambridge, Mass.

from

Mrs. Ella

McCauley,

who has

been the

guest of Dr. M. A. Wardwell and wife
three weeks, returned to her home in
Quincy, Mass., Wednesday. She was accompanied by Mrs. Ruth Smith, who will
make an extended visit in Massachusetts.

special meeting of Penobscot chapter,
E. S., was held Oct. 21, when D. D. G.

courteous manner.
of

All

appreciated

having Sister

Dinsmore

here,

and felt at the close of the meeting that
cn with
they were better prepared to go
the beautiful work of the order by having
her

help.

At the close of the

and cake

were

work, ice-

served.
Woodlockk.

28.

j ing

with

patience and cheerfulness.

was

tenderly

all

that

cared for

by

her

given

SECOND ENDORSEMENT.

When Mrs. Smith was interviewed some
years later she said: 4,I still have unlimited faith in Doan’s Kidney Pills and
believe that there is no other • kidney
medicine on the market as effective. You
may continue to publish my former endorsement of this preparation, and add
that occasional use of Doan’s Kidney Pills
fceeps me in good health.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents,
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
no other.

Spofford

returned home

was

and

Robertson
a

done to make her comforta-

which her son Robert is a
member. The pall-bearers were the four
Bartlett brothers—Erbin, Thomas, Albert
and Orville. Interment was at Center.
Oct. 25.
I. J. H.

a

& CO.

Mrs.

poorly,

rr"

Products

Phcebe.

N. H. Williams, who

has

C. W, GRINDAL

3lickney£Poor’s
\

been

improving.
Mrs. Eugene H. Hodgkins, of Hancock,
j been with
Mrs. Dow was held in high esteem by was in town Tuesday visiting relatives.
her friends and neighbors, and will be
Mrs. Elsie Petrie spent last Tuesday
greatly missed. She leaves a husband, two with Mrs. George Orr.
sons—Henry, of Bernard, and Robert C.,
Mrs. Bruce, an aged lady in town, has
j of
Cape, and four daughters—Mrs. Willis been ill of grip, but is improving.
Carter, of Rockland; Mrs. Henry McMrs. Foster J. Bunker, of West GouldsKevwn, of Panama; Mrs. Harold Chatto,
j of South HrookBville, and Miss Stella, of boro, was a guest of friends and relatives
here Sunday.
Cape. A brother and sister also survive
! her—Alfred
Clyde Robertson, a student at Higgins
Smith, of Bayside,and Amanda
classical institute, Charleston, spent SunMayo, of Southwest Harbor. The family
has the sympathy of the entire community. day at home.
Wallace Springer and wife and Mrs.
The funeral was held at the house Sunday
afternoon, Rev. G. L. McNiven officating. Nellie Robertson were in Ellsworth Tues*
The floral offerings were beautiful, one day to attend a lodge entertainment.
Oct. 28.
M.
piece especially noticeable being a wreath,
presented by the members of Ocean View
has

is

THE NATIONAL 1111

S

MUSTARD POT

Mzvde iiv

Boston,Mass.
i

ez=s=*=\

OTTER CREEK.

grange, of

William Davis and wife have moved to
their

new

house.

Chester Walls is building a new house
which he and his young wife will soon oc-

__

cupy.
LAMOINE.
Mrs.

Benjamin Young

Mrs. Cora
visited

her

son

and

Walls and Mrs. Cora Davis
are visiting in Boston and

Milton

son

vicinity.
Reynolds has returned from a
Benjamin Stanley and wife, of Masbusiness trip to Boston.
sachusetts, are visiting Mr. Stanley’s
Mrs. Betsey Young, of Islesford, is the brother, Albert.
A picnic was given the Sunday school
guest of Miss Jennie Hodgkins.
Walter

tive-cent social will be held at
Endeavor hall Friday evening.

A

the basement of the church
Saturday afternoon. About forty pupils
themselves
and

with

be simple and very
strong to stand the strain.

G.

must

_

BAYSIDE.
Mrs. Irene Pomroy has gone to Ellsvisit her daughter, Mrs. Edward

Stevens.
O.
M. Reraick,
with
family, from
here
with
spent Sunday
Mrs. Remick’s parents, Horace Marks and
wife, who are in poor health.

Ellsworth,

Miss Alice Lemley’s bungalow’ at Shady
Nook is completed.
It is a handsome
building, 35x31 feet, with ell 8%:*14 feet.
There are five rooms and a bath, and two
piazzas. The inside is stained brown,
green and silver gray. The outside trimings are painted white, with shingles left
in their natural color. The building cost
about f1,500.

Oct. 28.

R.
SOUND.

Miss Elizabeth Burrill is the guest of
E. W. Burrill and wife.

day last week

Miss Ethel McLaughlin, who has
ill of typhoid fever, is out again.

gusta for

J. L. Bartlett, of Bridgewater, has purchased the Goodwin farm and moved his
family there.
Patterson

and

wife

have sold

Brothers, and moved

Mrs. 8. 8.

Brewster, who has been

country, where wood is burn-

ed.*.
us a sketch showing
arrangement of building to be
I heated and get our advice.

•'"’Send

the hot blast

^

v

[

!

WOOD i c BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me. E*tabii«hed 1833
ELLSWORTH, ME.
SOLD BY J P. ELDRIDGE,
■

•

business.

Blake has gone to Au-

Miss Natalie Tinker and Vilda Lurvey,
are attending school at Town Hill,
spent the week-end at home.
L.
Oct. 28.
who

_

NORTH
Miss

days.
ill, is

established wonderful

reputations for durability and
efficiency in all parts of the

few

a

B.
few

have

days’ visit.
K Herman Kodick is working for George
Newman.

_

a

on

Miss Gertrude

Eddington.

G. W. Brewster is home for

THE MONITOR,
HOT BLAST AND
CLARION OAK

worth to

DEDHAM.

been

5TRENCiTfi

*"*>

FURNACES TO BURN WOOD

a

candy.

Oct. 21.

WTisrecia, Death has entered our ranks and
removed from our midst Neighbor Charles L*
West, therefore
Resolved, That in the death of Neighbor
West, Jordan River camp. No. 9096, M. W\ of
A., has lost a beloved and respected neighbor.
Resolved, That we extend to the bereaved
family onr heartfelt sympathy in their great
affliction, and that these resolutions be recorded on a full page in our record book and a
copy sent to Thk Kllswortu American and
to the bereaved family, and that our charter
be draped in mourning for thirty days.
Maynard H. Young,
Frank W. Eaton,
R. R. McDonald,
Committee.

to

PURITY

children in

R. H.

Oct. 28.

spending
Minnie E. Spurting
better.
•
days with Miss Nina Candage in Seal
will hold an
The ladies’ aid society
Harbor.
sale and supper Friday evening,
apron
Last week Rev. F. W. Tingle and Bon Nov. 1.
B.
Roger took a trip up the Penobscot, visitOct. 28.
ing several places along shore.
GOULDS BOKO.
Tuesday evening, Oct. 22, the Isesford
Congregational Bociety held its annual
Harry Coffin and Gilbert Moore shot a
meeting and elected officers as follows: deer Saturday.
Walter lladlock, president; Annie W.
Alvah Dyer and wife are spending a
president; George H. week or two with friends in East brook.
Spurting, vice
E.
Andtew
Stanley,
lladlock, treasurer;
Kev. W. H. Rice, of Lamoine, preached
clerk. The board of trustees, which also
in Union church Sunday morning.
business
and
committees,
acts as finance
Lyde Bickford and wife, of Winter Harconsists of A. J. Bryant, E. L. Spurling,
A. W. Spurling, R. K. Stanley and A. M. bor, have been visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Ellie Campbell, of Corea, is keeping
Phippen. Samuel C. Phippen was elected
Mr. house for her brother, N. H. Soule.
for the seventh year as janitor.
an
excellent
caretaker, always
Phippen is
There will be a hallowe’en party at
looking out for the interest of the church Freeman hall Thursday evening.
is looking very
church
The
property.
Mrs. Levetta Spurling has gone to Winnice now in a fresh coat of paint. Serter Harbor, where she has employment.
sermons
the
and
vices are well attended,
The sardine factory at Prospect Harbor
interesting and helpful.
has closed, and the Goulds boro people
S.
Get. 2b.
Miss

few

is

WHITCOMB, HAYNES

NORTH SULLIVAN.

hands

daughter, a trained nurse,
her during her illness.

Oct. 21.

Roderic K. Stanley attended the teachers’ convention at Portland last week.

ris

the month.

Oct. 28.

She

family,

loving hearts and kind

One

Frank

MI9S Bessie
Saturday.

supply, specify

not

their farm to Black

ISLK8FOK0.

to

the

in Boston for

were

week's vacation the rirst of

_

returned Satur-

Mias Maude Wardwell

U<.c.v‘oen
V‘. nest

T.

Stephen Young has moved his family thoroughly enjoyed
tine dinner, also fruit
Trenton, w’here they have spent the

last

spent

1

ASHVILLE.

summer.

Hortense Wardwell
week in Stockton.
Miss

jgL
/.ilfjj

van.

from

PENOBSCOT.

:\

Everett Tracy is spending a week with
son Dallas in Brookton
hunting. He
was accompanied
by Mr. Gray, of Sulli-

Mansel at Ellsworth last week.

confirmed.

U forma convincing
proof of merit.
Mrs. John L. Smith. Waltham Road,
Ellsworth Falla, Me., says:
WI had
trouble from my kidneys for a long time.

®nd

Butler and little son, of Masvisiting Mrs. Cast Butler.

are

Edgar Springer has moved bis family tp
Joseph Young, of Boston, it. the guest of Lamoine,
is the ablest deputy who has ever been F. A. Black arid wife.
George Nickerson has moved his family
sent to us. She gave a few helpful suggesL. K. Black is home from Brewer, where to Hull’s Cove.
3»o tions and £<3ffeciIons *u a very kind and
he has been employed.
W. C. Wasgatt was in Bar Harbor one
the

Such testimony ia complete —the evidence conclusive.

*ere

thought the operation

A good supply of real old-fashioned home-l;akert bread
acake and pies means the best of good living and
a row < £ smiling faces three limes a day.
v
IJ'-o William Tell Flonrand make home bakJT
•;
—no such thing as failure.
farthest, too, more loaves to the
'•
>
ck, lulpiag you keep down the cost
o
living. Hilled only from Ohio
Winter Wheat by our own /
* lied
£\ special process, it is richest iq
.!!
»
"■ *'
nutritive value.
/ sljfei'f?
Y-'t:r grocer will have it—
.y-\
> m order your

his

and

Friday evening

Make Happy Families

a

Mrs. Maude Goodwin is moving into
part of her father's house. Mr. Goodwin
is away for the winter.
The teachers and pupils, with a few
guests, enjoyed an outing at C. J. Murch’s
camp from Friday night until Sunday.

Sunday

Christian

Oct.

was

was

to the

iting his parents,
Mr. Ash came on to Chicago to market bis
cattle, and continued on to bis boyhood

cream

was a

and

Filled Pantries

vented

Dinsmore, of Auburn, was present for
annual visit. The work was exempliBister Dinsmore
fied for her inspection.

—

*ud I

The masonic convention

her

benefit.

There

Mrs. Pearl

located for three years.
The first services since the fire at the

few weeks.
The choir
school will be reorganized.

with

Mrs. Lena Cousins has returned from
visit in Milbridge and Steuben.

m.

This grateful citizen testified long ago.
Told of quick relief
of undoubted
are now

went alone

Ash, of North Dakota, after

privilege

The facta

pluckily

It is

absence of

O.

Doubly

K. Marlin is in the Portland
was obliged to give up high

A

Proven

on

are

Willard Foss and wife are visiting their
parents, H. A. Murch and wife.

where he will be

She

her throat

A.

here.

while she goes

vacation.

ble.

Miss Mary Kief was the guest of Miss
Doris Hatch over Sunday.
Miss Mina Crann is visiting her brother
Marcus in Braintree, Mass.

hospital.
a

postoffice

Kev. H. B. Haskell and family, who
have been visiting relatives here, will sail
from New York thiB week for Jerusalem

could do

EAST SULLIVAN.

improving.
Charles Spurting ia

from

Miss Mary Eaton is home from Boston.
w ill take Miss Nettie Buckminster’s

She
her

Harry Goodwin and wife
Austin Williams for a while.

Mrs. Maud Martin is visiting her father,
largely attended, as the gale preboats coming across the bay. John W. Small.
About 200 were present. D. D. W. A.
dan.
Mrs. Leona Hanna, of East Sullivan,
Kicker, of Castine, was
also visited relatives here recently.
Mrs. Azor C. Dodge is
spending a few Grand Master Elmer P. present;
Spofford. The
weeks with her sister in
The next meeting of the Wednesday
Watertown, ladies of the O. E. S.
served supper at 6.
Mass.
club will be at Mrs. E. E. Bragdon’s.
Oct. 28.
Nihil.
Miss Lilia E.
Herring are plentiful in the weirs about
McIntyre attended the
teachers’ convention in Portland last
here, but there seems to be no sale for fish.
CENTER.
week.
John Tracy is home, after his season's
OBITUARY.
Herbert Simmons has returned from
at the Belmont hotel. Bar
Rebecca Smith, wife of Isaac Dow, died employment
Harbor.
Cambridge, Mass., where he visited his at her home at
Oct. 18, after an illCape
son Fred.
Eugene Ash, of Washington, D. C., is
ness of about
two months. Mrs. Dow,
Guy E. Freethey and wife are spending although a great sufferer, bore her suffer- visiting his parents, James Ash and wife.

visiting

school and

home

Mis. Ada Dinsmore, of Lewiston, was in
Thursday evening to inspect Juanita
chapter, O. E.

in the

NORTH FRANKLIN.

sachusetts,

town

place

Jen.

Oct. 28.

a

parents.
Miss Josephine L. Hinckley spent last
week with Miss Jennie E. Qrindal.
Mrs. Lydia Black, of Cape Rosier, is

Miss Sadie

trip to Boston.
Ern st Spurling and family left Monday
for Boston for the winter.

stenographer in
Judge Spofford, is visit-

Mildred Donlin, the grammar
teacher, who was called to her
home in Winterport last week by the
death of her uncle, returned home Saturday, and resumed teaching to-day.
tea

weeks with his

Mrs. Charles Stanley, who has been ill,

ness

Miss Susie J. Smith,
the law office of
ing her parents.

&

SfiUcrtiBfnunta.

are mov-

school

Congregational church will be held Sunday morning, Nov. 3. The seats have not f Orman Leighton
arrived, but chairs will be substituted for woods.

_

CRANBERRY ISLES*.

Arthur I). Smith, of Portland, formerly
of this town, is the guest of
Henry C.
Smith and wife.

have been employed there
ing home.

who

Elmer E. Cummings and
family spent
last week in Portland.
Parker Hinckley is spending several

been

Mrs. Edna
last week

COUNTY NEWS.

at

their home, each
leaving a token in money
or provisions.
8TONINGTON.
Islesford and Sutton responded in the good cauae, and when 8
John E. Bowen, of Mt. Waldo, is the
o clock arrived
they were the possessors guest of friends here.
of
a harrel of flour and
about |15 in
Mrs. Harsh Simpson is in Camden, visitgroceries. Mr. and Mrs. Spurling who
ing her parents, Capt. Charles Chapin and
have had n streak of hard
luck, express wife.
their thanks to all who so
kindly gave
Kev. H. B. Eaton, of the Congregational
them a lift in such a nice
way.
will organize a Boy Scout patrol
***• ■®church,
Rooney.

M C. .Sweet is visiting his daughter,
Mrs. Walter Maddocks, at East Holden.

home here and gone to
winter.

Mrs. Dellie

gathered

_

was confined to the
U p. Richardson
last week with neuralgia.

ArthurChi l man

the management of
At 6.30 a crowd

under

Harding.

a

BLUEHILL.

Cynthia Haywood,
Garland,
guest of her niece, Mrs. A. T.
of

was

week-end

Gillis.
Carroll
Leach and

Marion Dunbar, Alden
William Saunders left Sunday

and

North Ellsworth, where they will be
for several
weeks
cutting
Christmas trees.
Oct. 21.
D.
for

employed

atmrrusrments.

Take in Tims
the proper help to rid your system
of the poisonous bile which causes
headaches, flatulence and discomfort.
By common consent the
proper—and the best—help is

BEECHAM'S
PILLS
BmU iwffutm

h ton* 10s. Ms.

The only form for real tobacco.
A cool, satisfying smoke.
Sickle Plug keeps its natural fragrance,
flavor and moisture better and longer
than any other form of smoking tobacco—because these qualities are first pressed in and
then kept in by the leaf wrapper.

original

You’re looking for tobacco satisfaction

Sold everywhere

—

this is it.

Can’t Vote for Roosevelt. |
Ea-Gov. John D. Long,
1 cannot vote for Roosevelt because hit
election would violate the unwritten but

1

L<>CAL and political journal
PUBLISHED

rlTMJY

now

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

two

copies.

party

practically constitutional principle

WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER 30, 1012.

SEP! BLN IN NOMINEES.

1

NATIONAL ELECTION,

j

5,

1912.

FOR PRESIDENT,

William H. Taft,
OF OHIO.

VICE-PRESIDENT,
James S. Sherman,
FOR

YORK.

OF NEW
~

L"'

Do Your Own

I

Thinking.

[Schenectady Cn,*o«*.S(or.]
For whom are you thinking of cast- I
ing your ballot next mouth, Mr.
Voter?
For Mr. R >oaevelt, whose election
is

conceded
porters to be an
now

even

his sup-

absolute

impossi-

by

bility?
For Mr. Wilson, aristocratic governmental theorist, whose free-trade
policy would bring upon the country
again the industrial and commercial

paralysis that under a like free-trade
policy in 1893 emptied the factories
and the workshops and filled the
almshouses and the free public Boup
houses?
Or for William Howard Taft, the
champion of equal rights under fair
and impartial laws, the defender of
the constitution and the preserver of
the protective tariff principle which
has made the United States the richest and most powerful country in the
world, and has given the American

workingman advantages and opportunities enjoyed by no other working man in the world?
The vital issue of the campaign is
whether the protective tariff shall be
preserved and whether this shall be a
government of laws instead of a government by the whims and caprices
of men.
Do your own thinking!

Alliance of Roosevelt and Wilson,
ffroofcfyn 8tandard‘['nitm.
Everybody notices how Wilson is
turning flipflaps on the tariff question.
Hie platform says protection is un-

constitutional, but Wilson is explaining that the removal of protection
won’t hurt much, being a little here
and a little there.

One of bis supporters elegantly compares the democratic policy to the taking of strychnine. Beginning with a little, you
may increase the dose till you can
stand a lot. This is supposed to make
people vote for the anti-protection
party and its dodging candidate.
Roosevelt yesterday made a speech
in which he said be was for protection, but for reducing it little by little.
Now here you have it. The Roosevelt policy and the Wilson policy are
identical. They come to the
conclusion by different routes.
Wilson is for free trade, but—

same

Roosevelt is for protection, bnt—
There are no “huts” or “ifs” about
the republican party. The republican
party is for protection “and” the
maintenance of the American home
market system with its resultant

prosperity.
So are the American people.
Worthless Promise.
Albany Journal.
Any promise that Woodrow Wilson
may make regarding the tariff is
manifestly worthless. If he should
be elected doubtless the congress,
too, would be democratic. It is one
A

in

this

re-

spect he has not kept his word, but has i

2,352

NOV.

no

terms of

I cannot vote for him because

Average for the year of 1811,

broken faith with the people.
I cannot vote for him teoause I regard
his treatment of President Taft as unfair,
seltish and violative of the obligations of
their mutual relations.
I cannot vote for Roosevelt because I believe that, though he may in his exuberance be unconscious of it, be is actuated
by 9 spirit of self-aggrandizement, and is
using his great power of attracting public
applause only to secure his own return to
political power. Misery against bosses is
wonderfully funny in view of the fact that
there is no such colossal boss as himself.
Everything is made subservient to his
personal dictation, lie preaches effusively
the commonplaces of good morals and virtuous conduct, but there is not an item
among them in which Taft is not as good,
if not a better example.
Everybody who j
thinks a moment knows that if Kooaevelt 1
were elected nothing would come to any i
man in the way of cheaper cost of living,
better wagea, or more comforts of life.
Indeed, the impairment of the delicate
confidences of businesa which his vagaries
unsettle
would
to
be
more
tend
than likely to have the opposite effect.
No movements for civic righteousness, for
good morals, for purer politics, would be a
bit better advanced. It would be merely
a new- set of bosses, a new machine.
When it comes to specific things, his
suggestion as to the tariff, for instance,
shows how poor is his title to any claim
for bettering anything. What does he
propose in this respect? W’hy, that the
tariff shall be revised not as a general bill
where local interests make selfish deals,
but by
separate schedules, each item
treated on its own merits, and that a
commission of experts shall first study
each such item and report to Congress the
information that will secure its intelligent consideration. But all this is exactly the policy which Mr. Taft has all
ready inaugurated and iH laboring hard
to carry into effect.
I cannot vote for Roosevelt because he
seems to be deliberately doing all he can
to smash the republican party, which has
earned the confidence of the country, and
which, in the respects in which it no doubt
needs reform, can best be served by developing such reform within itself. Many
of his initial followers recognize this and
refuse to follow him out of the republican
party, the leaven in which was already at
work and had already created that
spirit
of what is called progressiveness which
Roosevelt now claims as if it were his
creation.

Men like La Folletteand Cummins, fully
abreast with Rooeevelt, and indeed earlier
in tnis line of progress, see that its advance is best secured within the party and
not without. Evidently Roosevelt himself was of that opinion until the 18tb of
May last, and found a new party desirable
only when he was unable to make himself
the head of the old one —like the small
boy who won’t play if he can’t be first.
It is, of course, not impossible that with
the split which he has made in the partv
he has brought it to the eve of defeat, and
that a democrat will be elected, the party
of reaction brought into power, and the
progressive element in the republican
party set back. This is the possible sole
result of this self-aggrandizing crusade

of Mr. Roosevelt.
For the foregoing and other
vote for Mr. Taft.

reasons

I

Vote Straight!
No republican should think of voting for Wilson in order to insure de-

feating

Roosevelt. It is not necesIt is not good party policy. It

sary.
is not good political morals.
Oood
citizens ought to vote for the best
man in any contingency.
There is no
comparison between Taft and Wilson.

Taft is

infinitely

the better can-

didate of the two.
Why should republicans think of
voting for Wilson when there are
many democrats who are so indifferent to his candidacy that they will
not take the trouble to register?

the substitution

for it of

tariff for
revenue only, as proposed by the democratic platform, would plunge this country into the most widespread industrial
depression we have yet seen, and this depression would continue for an indefinite

K. L. Grindle.

Progressive.
Klixworth, Me., Oct. 25,1812.
To the Editor of The American:
In a communication in The American
last week. Dr. K. L. Grindle, of Alt. Desert,
A

of the republican can
President on the ground of
didale
party pride. This it not argument; it is
the denpairing cry of the party man who
would stem the tide of deserters.
Dr. Grindle represents the extreme type
of the party naan—thoroughly honest in
conviction, but who can see no good iu
anything not bearing the label of his
r»rty, be it republican or democratic.
The party man stands for a name, a label,
rather than for the thing labeled, if his
party gradually grows away from the
principles of ita youth, gradually succumbs to the insidious advances of the
“moneyed interests ’, the party man clings
to the name and the record of what the
party once was; he pointB back to “its high
and grand
ideals
achievements'*. The
party man would swallow mutton and call
it lamb, because it was lamb before it was
mutton.

appeals

for
for

support

limn

tut-

ucmrs

luc

ntu»* uik

“This is the main issue in the closing
day* of the campaign, and the danger
that threatens our industrial life cannot
be made too emphatic.”

which he
he would

applauds in other affair*

in

Appeal for Justice.
Mt. Desert, Me., Oct. 28,1912.
To the Editor of The American:
An

In these last days of the campaign a
silent but mighty force is working for
President Taft. It is the intense feeling
of resentment aroused in the minds of the
common people because of the rank injustice being done. Manliness instinctively resents injustice. And thoughtful
men are calmly thinking over what has
been going on in the last few months.
And they are asking themselves: “What
is all this fuss about, anyhow?'*
For with the most careful examination
they can see nothing about the President
or his administration
deserving such unjust and indiscriminate condemnation; on
the contrary, they see that he has done remarkably well, considering the circumstances.
For fair-minded men take into account
that he has had a hard chance. The party
which nominated and elected him four
years ago has been crippled by discordant
views and actions on things fundamental.
Nothing that he did or neglected to do
caused this party discord. Nor was it
within his power to prevent it, for no
human power can harmonise doctrines,
measures or policies which are
essentially

velt's friends were so active and noisy in
their efforts to prejudice the public against
Mr. Taft that thoughtful men began to be
suspicious that they really did not want
him to have an administration satisfactory
to the public.
When Col. Roosevelt joined his friends
in their criticism of the administration it.
was no longer a mere suspicion, but in the
minds of intelligent men generally it became a settled conviction that the colonel
was really glad of the perplexities which

•100 Reward, • lOO.
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease that science has been able to care in all
its stages, and
that is Caterrh.
Hall s
Catarrh Core is the only positive care now
known to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, requires
a constitutional treatment.
Hall’s Catarrh
Cure is taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the
thereby destroying the foundsthe disease, and glvvng the
itution
strength by building up the
snd assisting nature in doing its work
The proprietors have so moch faith in its
surative powers that they offer One Hundred
Dollars for any cnee that it fails to care.
Send for list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHBNEY A Co„ Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 79c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

life;

deny him the privilege of looking beyond the label on the goods and rejecting that which is bad.
I>r. Grindle betrays little of the politi-

cal acumen with which he is credited
when he starts with the assumption that
j this is a ‘‘one-man movement—a Roosevelt
! movement”. It needs no political seer, no
deep student of political history to trace
back through a slow
this movement
growth of years. It is seen in the increase
of the independent vote from year to year,
in the demand of the
for a more direct voice in state and national affairs by
the substitution of the direct primary for
tbe ring-ruled convention, and by the direct election of United States senators.
You can trace its growth and the causes
for it in the social unrest becoming more
and more apparent every day; in the
growing insistence of the demand of the
people for relief from the constantly increasing cost of living.
There is startling significance, for the
man
who will read, in the wholesale
dynamiting plots exposed within the year,
in the Lawrence strike, and in the rapid
•growth of the socialist vote. Where does
industrial disturbance leave off and industrial revolution begin? Is it a long
step from wholesale murder and destruction of property
dynamite to the legalized murder of officially declared war?
This is the crisis toward which this
country is tending to-day—industrial war
or political revolution, and to meet this
crisis the progressive party, the natural
child of social and political conditions,
It Lakes a
comes into organized being.

people

by

IN

Hancock

tane middle-ground between the
two old parties on the tariff propoeitlon—
between the “protected interest#” nurtured by the republican tariff program,
and the disastrous low-tariff experiment-#
of the democrats;
it occupies also a
middle-ground bet wren both the old
and
radical
socialism.
parties
Here then summed up in brief, are my
reasons, and those 1 believe of many other
former republicans, for joining the progressive movement; I have lost confidence
in the republican
partv; 1 have never had
confidence in the democratic party; I am
afraid of the socialist party.
A Prcxjrrrsive.

liquor

in

l-tgal

to date postcards, penny
each, Hallowe’en, Thanksgiving, birthday*, mottoes, comics, Maine view*, etc.
Thk Akt PosTcsan Co., \uburn.Me.
Cata og.

F)8TrAKDS-Up
to

Ail

F. L

par-

Mason, Ellsworth.

around

Mills,

family team horse.

Sound and kind.
nOR.HK
bargain.
H. P Camtwb, Ellsworth.
A

Inquire

ELI«S WORTH.

For feeding to horses. Inquire
of LoasNso Linscott, Ellsworth, Me., R.

(1ARROTS—
F. D.
•

4.

Fifty (60)

—In Burrill national bank buMdmg, recently occupied by P. K. Higgins.
Hot water heat, electric light: one of the
most desirable offices in Ellsworth.
Inquire
at Ruskill National Bank.

OFFICE

Apply to Mr. John Blood at the;
office of the company, cor. Church and
School Streets.

C. L. Morang s clothSuitable for docing-store, Main at.
tor’s, lawyer’s or insurance office. Inquire of
C. L. Mobaso, Ellsworth
over

look after

SALESMEN—To
Hancock and adjacent
or

two

TITLES

interrat in

opportunity is offered
women

young

trade of

B

Apply

to
at

OY
To learn printer’s trade.
American office
—

learn the
Amsrican

Apply

at

OFFICEl

STATS
issued

return to
Savings Bank, by

C. C. Burrllt. its

MAN WANTED

Sprtfal Mcuuu

CAUTION

NOTICE.
my wife, Nora Nevells. has left
my bed and board without fault upon
my part, I forbid all persona trusting or harboring her at my expense.
Thomas C. Nkvblls.
Ellsworth. Oct. 28. 1912.

WHEREAS,

CAUTION NOTICE.
my wife. Bessie M. Krs xier
bed and board without
my
just cause, 1 hereby give notice that from
this date I shall pay no bills of her contracting, nor be in any way responsible for them.
Colon L. Frazier
Ellsworth Falls, Me.. Oct. 90, 1912.

'\TTHEREA8,
has left
vv

THE

[

jI

To sell seeds in eech county. A good
paying position for s roan acquainted with
farming.
Experience not necessary but
honesty and industry are. Steady work.
Co., Franklin, Mass.

Cobb A

Date of Last I>«-

Amount Standing to Credit.

Bayside.

Lamoine.
Columbia Falls, Me.
Umoine, Me.
West Brooksville, Me.

9

Apr. 14,1876
Feb. 14. 1876
Nov. 8. 1876
June 4. <886
Jan. 4. 1879
Oct. 12. 1878
Jan. 18, 1880
Oct. 4. 1880
Feb. 21. 1880
Sept. 18, 1881

2
10

42
22

87
137
17 38
395
554
as oo
58

43 42

2 12
17 83

Jan. 28. 1888

11 06

June 8. 1888
Sept. 5.1887
Mch. 7. 1889
July 25. <890
Sept. 1, 1891
Sept. 1, 1891

383
1 72
10 28
9 74
2 53
2 S3

that the above statement is true according to my best knowledge
Cbaelbs C. Bcrkill. Treasurer.

and

north^
I.o
atakl
,?i

Jh.nS
thj

.V

itegtZ ^
^5
h?

will rood be needed.
Lei me supply you.
Have the summer suit pressed and pot sway;
you may need it in s hurry next sprint.
All

ihVw ht
Cool”dge
thru?'

Si-ills 7°I,rnc*
1^.h^.r,ri0t.c"''1

KHItS ““..'A'.essonnt

Octol>er*l»nil"WO'th'

COATS

FUR
Kinds

of

Repairing.

DAVID FRIEND.
i Main Street,.Ellsworth

ELECTRICAL 52tr
Ful

Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
FIXTURES.
Entasis* ss Wirfaf as* Ssyyiiss Ckserlally 0ms
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Estey Building. State St-.
Ellsworth.
AND

legal

Notices

FOKKCLOftt/KE.'

NOTICE

posit or Withdrawal,
Sept. 23. 1878

Dead.
Dead.

t. • at n*

treasurer.

WE

ln,s|5
southes."
,J“r:
^

.V. ^

STRICT.

thwnm. ini

the Han-

CAKI> OF THANKS.
wish to express our sincere thanks to
all who have ao kindly assisted us
since the loss of our home ana contents by
fire Oct. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving N. Bowdkn.
Bluehill, Me.. R. F. D. No. 1.
Oct. 28,1912.

orMn,?.J
bLYfi

beginning.containing

MORRISON. JOY t CO. BLOCK.

81W,
by Finder
cock County
BANK-BOOK—No.
Savings Bank.
said bank. Hancock Cocntt

Ellsworth. Me.
Hast brook. Me.
Sedgwick, Me.
Bar Harbor, Me.

MAINE

Searches made and abstracts
and copies furnished on short
notice, and at HASNUIti HBCfS.

Host.
please

EMERY

ILLtWOltTM,

COMPOSITORS—An
typesetting.
one

our

counties
Salary
Address Thh Harvey Oil

commission.
Co., Cleveland. O.

or

wjf
inSl

a.

fine

Wm. O.

Jtjrtp CBantA.

r-

Hancock
count;, stat*
mortgage deed dated th•
d. 1910. and recorded
day
co >»**
of dtcsln i0
*° ,h' H»ocock
p**f
B»nk,» corfsostlon duly
”
»nd basing in ssMbll.btd place of
","
»< KILworlh. count, .n,l
certain tr.ct or p«rc.l of l,nd
slmaied
Lamoine. and bounded und described
lo«». 10 oft: Beginning at the
n,r «“
Ollputrick'. Hu,.
•ouih «® weel on Mid line m rode mor.
lee. to lend of «eo. V
right angle, north » east 12 rod.
Moth no rreel or parallel to
Patrick * lire*) rod. thence south
rode, thence south M west parallel to
tlilpatrick's line to the shore, thence
erlv on the shore 71 rods, thence north
15
or by the tenter of said lot, JV rods
to a
thence north M
east It) rods to a ni e
atones, thence north 47 east 11 rods and a
link* to the middle of town
nay, till it strike*
l*« <o the east arty
eonlh 11 rods more or lea. be the tine,
center to
place of beginning, containing u K,„
or *eaa.
Also another lot or parcel of
isr.t
situated In eaid town of t.aninlne. boun,
and described a. follows, to wit:
on tbs westerly side of the town
road
the northerly
of a lot of land ownrt
hben H King and Louta King in
common
°< hegtnntng being nearly
alte the home now occupied by John I' oppo^
I »
thence south » west bnt
following ths ssld
north line of the F.beu H. and Louis
Km,-.
lol, to the waters of Jordan's riser, so csllrd
thence following the waters of said
Jordsurt
fleer northerly to n point where a line
drawn
midway between the said northerly line ol is.
Khen ft. and Louis Kin,
erly line of a lot owned by Jonn P.
would Intereect said Jnrdan'e riser:
•ouih gSi. east Cl rods more or lea. In
.aid
town road, Ihenc*
soatherly II rods more nr
less to the place of
a and
'”*• Al*” another certain
sijusre acre of land together
with the ^
dwelling bouse and stable Ihrreoo
being the earns lot of land together with the
aboee described lot coneetrd to me this
dst
r
b* d,»d lo •» recorded
herewith. And I do aoeensut and
agree that
HP?" ">* P»«e shall be sold
cttif with the sdvlce end consent of said
received therefor
shall he applied to retfuce the
eaid mortgage, and whereas the principal of
conditions of
•aid mortgage hare been broken, oow
fore, be reaeon of the breach of the conditions
thereof, said Hancock County savin*. Hank
by Its treasurer duly authorised, claims »
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Haiscorc Cocstt Savixos Bask.
I*r Charles C. Burrlll. Its treasurer
M*ln*' '•“* *”h J*J d

by
July,

BMlam“”l?

end girls wanted;

average wages, after from 3 to 4 weeks’
instruction, from (I to $1.75 per day.

Co Ett.

OFFICES—Suite

women

IDtlOI OK FOKWXOSl Rh
A. Myrtle Hpriuger of

THBRBA8

HrookJT'S
thJJS

of

County Savings Bank,

Ellsworth, Me.
Bar Haibor.
Mt. Desert.

AT THU

otitis.

w
{ moiue,
Maine,
her
of

Blood Knitting

mouth of Union river, iu Ells-

worth. 8W acres, with shore front, dwell1>LACE
ing and outbuildings: good well. For
—

Wanted

Help

__

Last Known Whether Known
Residence.
to be deceased,
Ellsworth, Me.
Dead.

Giacomo V. Butler,
Clarissa G. Carter,
Wm. A. Mtlllken.
G. W. Reynolds,
S. P. Thomas.
David Rodick,
Geo. W. Burns,
Warren Watson.
Llewellyn F. Murch,
Louisa H Hodgkins,
Ralph H. Wooster.
Ralph A. Nash.
Victor L. Hodgkins,
Sam'l W. Tapiey,
Rob. E. Tapiey,
>fey
I hereby certify
belief.

S. J. CLEMENT, MUSIC STORE, £«“■

HOUSE—At

apply

Machinal

Talking

SMALL INSTRUMENTS OF ALL KINDS

Oak Point, In Trenton, 1« mile;
below Ellsworth, with good-sited lot#
fine location for summer residence. Apply *.o
Eluvoktii Loan A Buildiso Ami’s. Jhllsworth. Me.

ticulars

EDISON

Adorers P. O. Box

and large and small born.
564. Ellsworth.

The following statement contains the name, the amount standing to his credit, the last
known place of residence or postofflce address and the fact of death, if known, of every depositor in the Hancock County Havings Bank, who has not made a deposit, or withdrawn any
part thereof, or any part of the dividends thereon, fora period of more than 10 years neat preceding November 1.1912. and is not known to the treasurer to be living

Wm. O. McDonald, for
the suppression of

VICTOR and

T>IANO—Bailey upright, mahogany cane,
1.
nearly new; or would rent for winter.
Also one Edison phonograph, with record#

Near

—

PIANOS

jfor Salt.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Name of

86brrti*nnnU*.

safe and

UNCLAIMED DEPOSITS

Depositor.
Sarah K. Ingalls,
A Springer,

Comaponecncc.

iu-

dependent vote; be would deny to man
tbe independence of thought in politics

a

period.

[on

If the republican platform was “progressive” enough for Mr. Roosevelt
while he was fighting for the nomination, it ought to be satisfactory
enough for every voter who doesn’t
want to see the democrats win.

ing.
It is this shamefully unjust and unfair
treatment of the President that is arousing the public conscience. And It is encouraging to see that the mass of people
It is not easy to
resent such treatment.
imagine conduct more unjust than this
toward an honest, able and
worthy
official. The mass of voters have the good
sense to see that it is not wise or patriotic
to endorse or countenance such conduct,
but that a much better course is to give
Mr. Taft such a vote as will emphatically
condemn those w ho have been trying to
injure him in this unjust and unfair way.

The Vice-President's Warning.
“The abolition of the protective tariff

or

of the functions of the congress to
antagonistic.
enact tariff
Neither could President Taft or any
legislation. The presiother man reconcile factions of men, many
dent may only sign or veto it.
of whom have very little feeling of
party
And a democratic Congress would
loyalty, but much of personal enmity and
be bound to legislate in conformity determination not to be reconciled.
This was the
and perplexing
with the platform declaration of its situation whichembrassing
the President found himthat
tariff
self
for protection is
But as
“up against” from the start.
party
any
CoJ. Roosevelt had selected Mr. Taft as bis
unconstitutional.
successor, it was very natural to expect
It follows that a promise from Mr. that the colonel and bis friends would
Wilson “not to stab the tariff, but show' a friendly and sympathetic attitude
toward the President and his administramoderate it”, would be utterly with- tion.
But in this the public met with
out value. He could not keep it if he disappointment. For many of Mr. Roosewould.

that be
well pleased with the efforts to discredit and belittle his administration, and
that he was deliberately encouraging
discord for tne sole
purpose of gratifying
his own political ambitions.
It is not strange that just at this point
hundreds of thousands of people changed
their minds about Mr. itoosevelt. For up
to this time they had believed that bis appeals for a square deal were sincere. Conduct so contemptibly mean and unjust
could hardly come from a mind inspired
by a love for honest, juat and fair dealwas

President shall have more than
office.
Washington and
Jefferson saw the danger of a perpetuaELLSWORTH, MAINE.
tion of executive power, and set the exRT THE
ample of refusal to accept a third term.
HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
True to this principle, the country refused
F. W. Rollins, Editor sad Manager
a third term to its idol, General Gram.
w. h. Titus, Associate Editor.
himself to this
Roosevelt committed
principle, and only four years ago solThin week’s edition of Tte elmnly declared that it would be a calamity for him to serve a third term.
American is 2,550
that

AT

President had encountered;

the

Why He

<2>tjc <£llsu)ortt) 2Uncrican

or
Loren W. Rumlll.of Tremont,
f T
fa the county of Hancock and (Hate of
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated November
Sth. s. d
1H8B. and recorded
in
Hsucock
county, Maine, registry of deeds, book 219. page
Mt. conveyed to Anson I. Holmes, of said Trs*
moot, now Southwest Harbor, a certain lot or
of land situated in West Tremont in
he district known as No • in said Tremont,
and which is hounded and described as follows: Beginning at an iron bolt in the fence
of Eben A. Uott's eastern line the same being
five rods in a northerly direction from the
county road, theuce running in an easterly
direction and following the north line of a lot
owned by said Rumtll. which lot is known as
the “Pacific Hall Lot’’ four rods to a stake,
thence in a northerly course parallel with
said Eben A. Qott’s east line two rods to an
iron holt; thence westerly parallel with the
first course four rods to a holt, thence following said Uott’s east line southerly two rods to
the place of beginning, containing eight
square rods.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been and still remains broken; now
therefore by reason of the breach of the conditions thereof I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage and give this notice for that pur!*>••
Anson I. Holmbs.
October 26. a. d. 1911.

\1THEBB48

f>arcel

NOTICK

OP

roKKCMIKCKK.

Winfield 51. Dow
\\rHBRKAH
Dow, both of Trenioot.

and Allis s
county of Han*
cs>ck and Htate of Maine, be their
deed dated January 17. a. d. INC. and mori.'sfr
In Hancock county
registry of deeds, book jjj
page ■». conveyed lo Anson f Holme., ,.f s.|d
Tremonl (now .Southwest Harbor lire.nimbi
of a certain lot or parcel of land situated la
Mount Desert In said county and Slate, and
hounded and described as follows, to wit
Commencing nt the southeast comer of laud
now or formerly owned
by John C. Bonus and
running sonlb nine degrees east eights four
rods; thence east two hundred rods; thence
north twenty four degrees west ninety r, is;
thence west one hundred and seventy foar
rods to the first mentioned bound, end reference is made to »he following deed* recorded
in Hancock registry of deeds, book 279. we
M4. and book tn, page Ml, which reference 11
hereby given for a more particular descrip*
lion.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been and still remain broken, no*
therefore by reason of the breach of the conditions (hereof I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage and give this notice for that purA*sok I. Holmes.
pose.
October M, a. d. 1912.
*»

recordjd

^■AHE subscriber hereby gives nonce that
JL she has been duly appointed admiaIstratrlx of the estate of
NATHAN H. REED, late of TRKMONT
in the county of Hancock, deceased, sad
bonds a« the law directs.
All persons
avlng demands against the estate of ssid deceased are desired to present the same for
and
settlement,
all indebted thereto sre requested to mske psymeut tmmedistelv.
Emma A. Rskd. Administratrix.
October 14, 1912.

Eiven

subscriber here oy gives nonce that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
MARION L. CONNERS, late of EDEN,
tn the county of Hancock, deceased, snd
All pergiven bonds ae the law directs.
sons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto sre
requested to make paymei*' immediately.
F. Maaion RichBar Harbor. Oct 9. 1912.

THE

STATE OP MAINE
List of Candidates nominated

to be voted for in the
County of Hancock, November 5, 1912
Penalty for willfully defacing tearing down, removing or destroying a specimen ballot, five to one hundred dollars tine

CYRUS W. DAVIS,

_

To

vote a

_

Straight Ticket, mark a Cross X >n
Square over the Party name,

the

Square over the party
printed name in list

erase

J

name.

under

Secretary of State

To vote a Split Ticket, mark
X and fill in new name.

X

><>

tbe

-1

REPUBLICAN

DEMOCRAT

SOCIALIST

PROHIBITION

PROGRESSIVE

TAFT and SHERMAN

WILSON and MAHSHALL

DEBS and SEIDEL

CHAF1N and WATKINS

ROOSEVELT and JOHNSON

For Electors of
President and Vice President,

For Elector* of

For Electors of

President and Vice President

Kop Electors ol

President and Vice President

President and Vice President

For Electors of
President and Vice President

Wtills E. Parsons
of

Foxcrolt

Benjamin W. Blanchard

ol Bangor

Jasper Wyman
W.

M. Ayer

patient

ol MilDridge
ol Oakland

John C. Stewart
ol York
Horace E. Monroe
ol Anburn

Leslie Boynton

Baker
ol Linoolnville

James U. Ames
ol Bowdoinham

Luther Maddoeks
of Booth bey Harbor

of Portland

William O. Rogers, Sr,
of Rockland

Samuel F. Emerson
ol Skowhegan

Lafayette B. Waldron

of Daztsr

Albert J. Blair
of Bkowbegan

Linus Seeljre

Charles R. Littlefield
of Kennebunk

Portland

John A. Borrows
of Old Orchard

Grant Rogers

Jefferson

ot

Melvin P. Frank
John W. Sawyer
Seth C. Gordon
of

Edward P. Murray

Edgar F. Hanson

of Bangor
of Bslfaat

Harry

S.

ol Portland
ol An barn

Albert S. Burke

■Lyman

B.

of Oerter

Joseph W. Parkins

of Wilton

ol Bingham

A thill E. Irvi[Qg
of Presque Ule

Merritt
ol Houlton

James T. McDonald
of Ellaeortn

Intntirmem*.

EIGHTY-EIGHTH

BIRTHDAY

Capt.

N. H. Means,
One of Kllaworth*» Youngest Old Men.
Last Friday was a red-letter day for
Capt. Nehemiab H. Means, for it was the

RDfAL
BakihcPowder

some

s.This community learned with the deepregret of the death last Monday morning of Sarah D., w idow of Calvin P. Joy,
home on Pleasant street, after a
her
4t
brief illness of acute indigestion. Bhe was

Friday, hut on Saturday her
condition was so favorable that it was not
deemed necessary to advise her children
loiter in the day, a
in Massachusetts,
change for the worse came, and it wan
could
not
she
survive; she died
plain
about 9 30 Monday morning, having been
taken ill last

unconscious for the previous twenty-four

hours.
Mrs. Joy was the oldest of the four children of the late Jesse Dutton and bis wife,
Sarah Russell Otis, who was a descendant of the Otises of Massachusetts, of Revolutionary fame, and was a sister of the
The other three chillate Charles Otis.
dren were Frank, wife of Robert Long, of
Geneva, lit., Kate, who married Judson
Marks, deceased, and Hollis, who died
young. All were born in the old Dutton
homestead near Grant's corner, so-called.
To Mr. and Mrs. Joy, who were married
in 1851, were born nve children—Henry
F., Ida, wife of Cbarleo H. Knox, of Chester Mass.; Hollia C., of Boston, Mabel and
Kate; of these, Mrs. Knox, Hollis and
Mabel survive. Mr. Joy died in February, 1910.
Mrs. Joy was a woman of strong personality; she possessed high qualities of
mind and heart; she wan a devoted wife
and mother; kind, thoughtful and geneShe will be sorely missed in this
rous.
community in which she panned her long
and useful life. The three surviving children, all of whom are here, have the
sincere sympathy of a host of friends.
The funeral will take place at the home
to-morrow afternoon at 2 o’clock.

ALLEN

Allen H.

C.

H.

KICK.

C. Rice died Thursday, Oct. 24,

ripe age of eighty years.
not unexpected, as be had

at the

His death

failed rapidly during the pant year. His death occurred at the home of his daughter, Mrs.
8. N. Dean, at whose home the funeral was
held on Saturday, Rev. P. A. A. Killam
officiating. The body wan taken to Bangor; prayer was offered at the grave at Mt.
by Rev. Mr. Smith, of the Pine
street Methodist church.
The deceased leaves two sous—Harry E.,
of Calais, a
former resident here, and
Walter Alien, of Buffalo, N. Y., and a
was

Hope

daughter-Mrs. Dean.

Mr. Rice was for many years a highlyrespected citizen of Bangor, having settled
there

about

1850.

He

is

the last of

a

of thirteen children who were born
There were four
farm at Guilford.
brothers who were well known in the
meat and grocery bustuess in the '50s,
and were nuccessful; they were M. K.,
Moses G., William and Allen H. C.
For some yearn, beginning at the time of
the Civil war. Allen was connected w'itb
the police department of Bangor.
In the
70a he was again engaged In the meat
business in Bangor with William Leathers.
Later he became court crier, and made
many warm friends among judges, attorneys and jurors.
Mrs. Rice died in 1900, and after twelve

family

on a

years he has been laid at r*»st beside her at
Mt. Hope, the bealiful city of the detd.

Congregational Committees.
At • meeting of the ledies of the Congregational society with Mrs. A. 1. Saunders, held Oct. 21, the following commit-

wedding

A

Mr. and

Spruce

took

Mrs.

HELLS.

street

last

E.

Anderson

on

Wednesday evening,

Miss Vera Hazel
Anderson, became the wife of Howard A.
Mclxdlan, formerly of Princeton.
The wedding was informal, just a fewimmediate relatives and friends being
when their

daughter,

The
was
unattended.
The bride was prettily dressed in a gown
of white chiffon over white silk trimmed
with tnacreme lace and ball pendants and
carried a bouquet of bride’s roses.
The
single ring service was used. The marriage
was solemnized by Kev. P. A. A. Killani,
of the
church.
After the congratulations, delicious refreshments were served by Miss Cora B.
Anderson, aunt of the bride, assisted by
tbe bride’s brothers, Earl and Frank.
The groom is well known as the principal
of the Ellsworth high school, and this is
his second year in that capacity. He has
already established a tine record for efficiency, both as a teacher and disciplinarian, and the school under his leadership is making splendid progress. The
bride is a recent graduate of the school;
was born and brought up in this city, and
is held in high regard by a wide circle of
friends.
Many useful and beautiful presents were
in evidence, tokens of the good will of
many w ho expressed their congratulations
in this tangible way. Shortly after the
left on a short
ceremony the
wedding trip, making the first stage of
their journey in an automobile, the bride
appearing in a neat traveling dress of blue
whipcora with hat to match. It was a
disappointment to many of their friends
to have them leave in this up-to-date
fashion, as quite a number gathered at the
railroad station to usher them out of town
w ith appropriate ceremonies.
Mr. and Mrs. McLellan will make their
home on Spruce street for the present.

present.

couple

deer.

Harvard Clough returned Tuesday from a
visit with relatives and friends in Boston
and Lowefl, Mass.

John Woodward, of South Thomaston,
who has been visiting E. A. Flood and
w ife, returned home last week.
Irving Garland and wrife, of Kangeley,
who visited George E. Maddocks and wife
last week, are now visiting at Bar Harbor.
Mrs. James Farrish, of York, who was
called here last week by the death of rhe
mother, Mrs. Sarah Joy, returned home
nurHUMy.
Roderick and Wallace Sy mines and Will
Wood returned to their homes in Beverly,
Maas., after visiting here three weeks,
guests of E. L. Franklin and wife.

inches

by

Mrs. Horace F. Lord is confined to the
house with a bad cold.
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
C. P. Uennock Oct 27.
Dr. J. D. Clement and wife, of Belfast,
are spending a week here.
Capt. H. C. Chapman, nurse, and Mrs.
Harry Chapman are at tbeir cottage.
Frank Trafton and wife are away for a
vacation with Mrs. Trafton’s
John Buckley is station agent during Mr.
Trafton’s absence.

Higgins,

James Murch, who has had employment
as cook on a tugboat in Boston, is home.
Mrs. Fred Sadler went to
Monday to visit her sister, Mrs. Levi

Bucksport

Chatman.

Capt. Albert E. Closson, of schooner
Winchester, was the guest of his sister,
Grace Fullerton, over Sunday.
Joseph King and wife, of Rockland,
spent a few days last week with Mrs.
King's aunt, Mrs. David Closson.
Mrs.

NORTH RLLSWORTH.

—

MARINE

LIST.

Hancock County Porta.
Franklin—Ar Oct 28. sch Winchester
Ar Oct 29. sch Annie Ainslee, Rockland
West Sullivan—Ar Oct 29, sch Wawenock,

Bangor
—

buying

Nitrogen—Nitrates, none; nitrites,
Oxygen consumed, 0.38.
Hardness—1.
Alkalinity—0.30.

In

a letter accompanying
Evans says:

The

the

analysis shows the water to

bit too

a

BENNOCK—At Oreen Lake, Oct 27, to Mr and
Mrs C P Bennock, a daughter.
BOWEN—At Isle au Haut, Oct 20, to Mr and
Mrs Charles L Bowen, a son.
CASTA LUGCI—At Stonington, Oct 23, to Mr
and Mrs Fradreco Castalucci. a daughter.
DA MON-At Stonington. Oct 23. to Mr and
Mrs Frank A Damon, a sou. {.Ernest Carl-

ton.]

EARLS—At Bluehill, Oct 28, to Mr and Mrs
Oren A Earls, a daughter.
FI FIELD—At West Stoniugton, Oct 23, to Mr
and Mrs Daniel M Fifleld, a daughter.
GRAY—At South Penobscot, Oct 23, to Mr and
Mrs Olin C Gray, a daughter.
MOON—At Ellsworth. Oct 21, to Mr and Mrs
Fermau Harris Moon, a son.
IHarvatd
Oscar.

now—and here

1

RICHMOND—At Ellsworth, Oct 25, to Mr and
Mrs Carl F Richmond, a daughter.
WEBB—At Bluehill. Oct 28, to Mr and Mrs
Hervey A Webb, a son.
MAKKIK1).

Stover,
tis to Walter
FRIEND—DAVIDSON—At Ellsworth, Oct 16,
by Rev R B Mathews, Miss Leah Berniece
Friend, of Ellsworth, to E Burleigh Davidson. of La Fayette, Ind.
HARRIMAN—COUSIN8—At Deer Isle, Oct 19,
by Rev II W Collins, Carrie L Harriman to
Raymond L Cousins, both of Stonington.
VanNORDEN
At Long Island,
KELLEY
Oct 20, by Rev E Nelson Pierce, Miss Vera
M Kelly to Eugene C VanNorden, both of
Long Island.
—

Sets—a

complete

tractive

prices

line of

—

BONZEY—At Ellsworth, Oct 27, James Bonzey, aged 81 years, 2 months, 21 days.
EATON—At Mountainville, Oct 18, Peter H
Eaton, aged 65 years, 8 months. 28 days.
HARDEN—At Bar Harbor, Oct 19, Mrs Almou
Harden.
JOY—At Ellsworth, Oct 28, Sarah Dutton,
widow of Calvin P Joy, aged 79 years, 10
months; 17 days.
PARTRIDGE—At Ellsworth, Oct 26, Elijah J
Partridge, aged 80 years, 1 month, 28 days.
RICE—At Ellsworth. Oct 24, Allen H C Rice,
aged 80 years.
STEVENS—At Forest Hills, Mass, Oct 5,
Emma Tower, wife of Eugene Augustus
Stevens, of Newton, Mass.
WESCOTT—At Bluehill, Oct 24, Stephen B
Wescott, aged 71 years, 8 months.
YOUNG—At Surry. Oct 29, Capt Harry C
Young, aged 68 years.

today.

your

Christmas

holiday
special-

j

mightily.

grades—Scarfs,

Muffs and

QUALITY goods,

effects

Write

us

at at-

decidedly different from
in the ordinary stocks.
I

j

YOUR wants

at once; we’ll convince
advantage to trade with us.

you it is to your best

chemical condition than I have found it at
the times of other analyses during the year
as the vegetable content is much less.
No
evidence of contact of the water with sewage
wastes was to be found in either the chemical
or bacterial analysis. In its present condition I should consider the water to be in
every way a first-class drinking water.

Benson & Miller,

aiiiitrtiscnuntft

15 and 17 Main

I

Bangor, Me.

St.,

THE

Packard Shoe
EOF?

IVIEIM

Best made shoe in the United
States at any price. Easy walking,
comfortable and the most sightly
shoe made.
Better than any custom-made
shoe and tit better. Feel better and
look better than any bench-made
shoe on the market.

not submit a PROPOSAL for carrying the mail on a Star Route?
We have tlie proper application blanks and will, FREE OF CHARGE,
assist you in filing same with the government.
WE CAN FURNISH THE NECESSARY BONDS with a Guaranty
Company, of unquestioned strength, as surety.
It will cost you little and you avoid the embarrassment of asking a friend
to sign such bonds and you escape the obligation to him that his signing would place you under.
We can ALSO insure your premises against FIRE. We represent
the largest and strongest companies in the world.
Call and see us if contemplating any kind of insurance; we have it.

for Boys, Youths and Little Men.
Tan high-cut and genuine box calf.
See this line. Absolutely all solid
leather. Boys' and Youths’ knockaiKiut shoe, double sole and seamless tops.

The

Carrying U. S. Mail

Why

Price, $3.50, $3.75, $4.

Chas. C. Burrill

&Son,

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS,

Harding&dohnson

16 State

Waterproof Work

Ellsworth, Me.

St.,

Shoe

for hard knocks and

dry

feet.

Full Stock of Dress and Heavy Footwear
Rubber Boots, Lumbermen's Rubbers,

Moccasins, Leggings, Taps, TopPieces and Shoe Findings.
My experience of eighteen years
a manufacturer of Men’s, Boys’,
and Youths’ shoes enables me to
make selections of best values in
footwear.
Prices lower than others for reliable goods.
J. A.

Get on the Safe'Side of the Fence,
Before it is too Late
Insure with companies that are reliable.
Insure with companies that are safe and sound.
Insure with companies that pay losses immedi-

ately.
Insure with only the best companies—and the
best companies are handled by

Property

Ellsworth.

No. 8 Main St.,

“HOW YOUNG YOU LOOK”
is a pleasant greeting from friends we
have not seen for years. It is a greeting, often extended to those fortunate
by the
people who know and profit
health-restoring qualities of “L. F."
in
Medicine.
To
be
Atwood’s
good robust condition of mind and body at 88
years of age is indeed a blessing.
Here’s positive proof of the value of
the tried and true remedy.
Atwood’s
“I have found ‘L. F.’
Medicine the only thing to keep me inrunning order, and give it the credit
for my now enjoying better health
than 10 years ago. I am 88 years old.”
A. F. Johnson, Sebec Station, Me.
If you have never used “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine, write to-day for a
free sample.
Regular size g5 cents.
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland,

Me.

or

a

ComtniBsion fHirtijantB.

W-'*
^

.BOSTON(

requirement.
Bishop Co.,

WANT

Sell Vour

^FINGERS5!
a bank account in your
We help you to train
them for dollars.
Don’t bury yourself in some
shop or obscure place where
there’s no “future.” Get close to
the successful men of business.
Our courses in

i
i

Ellsworth

(^DOUBLE THE WEAR WHERE THEWUKC0HE5

IDUBBERS

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
•WO PAY, NO WASHWr.*
All kind* of lanndry work done at abort notice.
Good a called tor and delivered.

H. B. E8TCY JL CO.
KUaworth. Me
Batey Building. State St..

Ask Dr. A. G. Young,
Sec’v State board of health,
Augusta, Maine, how to
comply with new law, and
then ship to us.
we:

s

BUSINESS

Potatoes and Apples.
W. W. Benjamin,

will enable you to do so quickly.
Capable business men and women
teach you real modern business
practice. Merchants and manufacturers need trained assistants.
Write for our free Catalog.
If possible, call at our office—let
^
•
Q
ua show you through the Schools

4

Shaw

Business"!C0llege

Dr.H.W.OSGOOD
NsKLuatioiilManningBIk.
Office Day
FRIDAY
W

SHIP

:

12 Grove St

IgtoftBBional CarBe.

Boston, Mass.
YOUR

APPLES, POTATOES, E6GS, GAME
AND POULTRY, to
Chapin Brothers,

Boston, Mass.

POULTRY andEGGSWanted
WESTON-THURSTON CO

,

New Faneuil Hall Market-Boston
HALL &

:

Bangor Office

want

IMMEDIATE RETURNS.

BUY THEM NOW

AVOID COLD WET FEET

Veals and Lambs

STENOGRAPHY
BOOKKEEPING

ELDRIDGE,

_

^mission, merchant

fur-

“Clarion”, it is

ELLSAVORTH.

The advert!sements below represent some of
the leading houses of New England. Our
readers will doubtless find them of value.

There’s

by the Wood
Bangor. Sold by

Main Street,

WALSH,

fingers.

to meet every

J. P.

Insurance

YOUNG MANYOUNG WOMAN—

Whether it's a range

sure

will be protected from fire by placing their

with E. J.

CLARION.
a

owners

Fire

THE—

nace—if it is

Insurance, Real Estate.

C. W. & F. L. MASON,

McGOWN,

KLLSWOBTB

peculiarly
directly
blood; purifies,

begin

in both

Itibrtuarrumt*.

Hood’s

to

Holiday specials in latest Neckwear, Gloves,
Handkerchiefs and Umbrellas; with “extra specials”
in the finest line of Silk Hosiery ever made.

good and safe condition to use for drinking
In fact, the water is in better
purposes.

Made

DIKD.

early

are newest

those which will be shown

analysis,
be

for Xmas!

ss.

FURS in the better

none-

Iron—0.13.
Lead—None.
Colon bacillus— None.
Bacteria, per c. c.—420.
Dr.

-

ties which will interest you

Chlorine—0.23.

BORN.

Sarsaparilla

you’ll get

"n

as

Southwest Harbor
91d Oct 22, sch Effie
M Morrissey for fishing banks N S
Sid Oct 27. schs Unity (Br) for Nova Scotia;
Annie Ainslee for Franklin
Bass Harbor—In port Oct 28, schs Clara J
and Mary Weaver for Calais

Strout and wife spent Sunday
with Mrs. Strout’a parents here.
Mrs. Eugene Moore spent last week
with relatives at West Ellsworth.
BOliLARDTOWN.
Mrs. Frank M. Moore made a business Acts
and
trip to Southwest Harbor this week.
Mrs. Henry Davis is ill.
enriches
the
on
home
from
Ellsis
at
Smith
Eugene
Mrs. Frank Herrick is visiting her
worth, where he has been attending and revitalizes it, and in this
daughter, EfBe Tourtelotte.
school. His school is closed on aocount1
Maude Barron and Elwin Treworgy of scarlet fever.
way builds up the whole sysnave gone to Ludlow for the winter.
tem. Take it. Get it
Mrs. Anbery Gaapar, of Beverly, Mass.,
Aak a friend for his candid opinion of
In usual liquid form or In chocolate
“ the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Mary Bonmad. coated tablets called SarsAtAbft*
and he will either lie or
Herbert

you

It’s not

ignition. 1.10; fixed residue, 1.
Ammonia—Free, .0028; in solution, .0084.

parents.

James O. Jordan spent Saturday night
here with Harvey Salisbury and wife on
! ANDERSON—M’LELLAN—At Ellsworth, Oct
his way to his home in Otis from a trip to
23, by Rev P A A Killam, Miss Vera H
Bar Harbor.
George L. Jordan accomAnderson to Howard A McLellan, both of
Ellsworth.
panied him to Otis Sunday.
Miss Bernice Franklin left Satarday CHASE—HINCKLEY—At Bluehill. Oct 28, by
Rev Ralph A Barker, Miss Mildred Chase to
noon for Beverly. Mass., to visit Llewellyn
Wallace R Hinckley, both of Bluehill.
Franklin and wife. From there she will
Bluehill. Oct 15, by
CURTIS—STOVER-At
go to Weehawken, N. J., to spend the
Rev Charles Hargrove, Miss Marcia P Curwinter w ith her sister, Mrs. Reuei Bridges,
E
both of Bluehill.

prepared

—

The lake was raised fifteen
the recent rains.

FALLS.

Ernest L. Franklin, w ho is employed at
Bar Harbor, was borne over Sunday.
Charles W. Smith returned Sunday from
a week’s bunting trip up river, bringing

The second annual
banquet of the
Hartshorn bible class was held in the veaI
of
last week, and
Wednesday
evening
tees were chosen:
try
November—Mrs. G. A. Psrcber, chair- was attended by about seventy members
class
and
friends.
The entire
of
the
their
man; Mesdames F. H. Osgood, G. Henry
Oould, L. D. Foster, E. F. Robinson, jr., charge of the supper was in the hands of
T. J. Holmes, W. A. Alexander, C. W. Mrs. Hastings' Sunday school class, and
Joy, C. K. Foster; Misses Marion Joy, they did themselves credit in the way it
and served.
After supper
Bernioe
Giles, Paulene Foster, J. A. was
was finished, the company repaired to the
Thompson.
December—For this month there are church auditorium where a flash light
two committees as follows:
(1) Mra. E. picture was taken by photographer H. B.
came
the
F. Robinson, chairman; Mesdames J. H. Stan wood; then
speaking,
Brimmer, L. A. Emery, A. W. King, J. F. President M. H. Haynes presiding. Kev.
was
toastmaster.
There
O.
J.
F.
H.
C.
P.
McFarland,
Guptill
Whitcomb,
Dorr,
A. P. Wiawell, J. F. Knowlton, Helen were remarks by Rev. Henry W. Conley
an
address
J.
of
and
Wesley
L.
J.
by
Weir,
Backus;
Clark, 8. A. Goodwin,
Misses Helen E. Bonsey, A. F. flight, Portland, secretary of the Maine State
second
association.
The
school
Elizabeth True. (2) The men of the par- Sunday
annual banquet was a happy event, and a
ish, Roy C. Haines, chairman.
The class and men
JakuaRY—Mrs. Harry W. Haynes, chair- success in every way.
man; Mesdames H. C. Crabtree, J. A. of the community will look forward to its
coming in the fall of 1913.
Peters, George 8. Foster, H. H.
W.
Harvard Greely, Allan P. Boyal,
R.
B.
E. Whiting, C. R. Burriii,
MOUTH OF THK KIVKK.
Mathews, Misses Mary H. Black, A. May
Bonsey, Mary E. Holmes, Evelyn A. AtMrs.
Chaney Sadler is in poor health.
kins.

February -Mrs. O. W. Tapley,chairman;
Mesdames W. R. Parker, Sidney A. Goodwin, C. E. Alexander, Arthur w. Ureeley,
G. F. Newman, N. C. King, J.T. Giles,
Emily L. Smith, Roy C. Goodwin, Misses
M. A. Clark, Alice Scott, Agnes Lord,
Hannah Holmes.
March
Mrs. F. 0. Silsby, chairJ.
A.
K. Russell,
Mesdames
man;
E.
MilliElbridge
Webster,
kan, Alice Hooper, Charles H. Voae,
J. A. Cunningham, George B. Bridges,
Misses Eva Aiken, Ruth Goodwin, Mollie
Hamilton, Althea Stevens, Mary Stuart.
April—The Thursday club.
Mesdames
Subscription solicitors
Henry J. Joy, A. H. Joy, F. W. Rollins,
H. M. Hall.

—

Furs

J. P. S. Shoes

happy couple

one

which the letters

GRKK.N LAKK.

Baptist

KLLS WORTH

from

tance extended to the western boundary
of the United States, the South also sending words of greeting.
Callers came to see the captain, and the
afternoon and evening brought out a
number of friends who brought good
wishes and expressed the hope that many
of usefulness still awaited him.
years
The number would have been largely
sugumented had it not been for the severe
storm which kept at home others who had
planned to attend.
The house was tastefully decorated with
flowers, the gifts of the daughters in Boston, one of them, Miss Arrie Means, being
present. Fine refreshments were served
by Miss Means, Mrs. Fred H. Osgood,
anot her daughter, and the new daughterin-law, Mrs. Everett 8. Means. Capt.
Everett Means was also one of the helpers
of the occasion, no that three of the five
children were there, Mrs. Mattie B. Harrinian and Mrs. Lyman
Lord, of Boston, not
being able to attend.
Capt. Means was born in Surry. For
over half a century be followed the sea,
and for more than thirty of that period was
master mariner. He
was
shipwrecked
once off Charleston, S. C., to which
port
he was bound in the brig Mary Ann with
a cargo of lime from
Kockport. The peculiar part of the adventure was that he
was taken off by the bark Allen Baxter
and carried to Europe, an all-winter trip,
as he did not get home until the following
spring. His
experience on the water
and the friendships which he formed during that period have developed many interesting reminiscences, making him a
most entertaining conversationalist.
In 1862 he bought the farm on the Surry
road where he now lives.
For a man
eighty-eight years young, he shows an energy and ambition which would put some
younger men to the blush, doing alone
nearly all the outside work on his farm. He
enters the eighty-ninth lap of the liferace with good spirits, and bids fair to
reach many more milestones on the way.
The American joins with others in extending its compliments.

lon^

place at the home of

Hollis

—

■

ANDERSON-M’LELLAN.

est

of the states

came, showing that the circle of acquain-

modem methods and conis
made
so attractive the whole
veniences
family is becoming interested.
“These biscuits are delicious; this cake is
excellent,” says the lather. “1 made them,”
says the daughter, and both father and
daughter beam with pleasure.
Royal Baking Powder has made home
baking a success, a pleasure and a profit, and
the best cooking today the world over is
done with its aid.

SARAH DirrrON JOY.

✓

—

Cooking under

WKDDING

Another Analysis by Director of State
Laboratory of Hygiene.
Another analysis has been made of the
Ellsworth water by H. D. Evans, director
of the Maine laboratory of hygiene at Augusta. The analysis, the figures of which
are for parts in 100,000, is as follows:

eighty-eighth anniversary of his birth,
and the captain kept open house at his
home on the Surry road.
During the day many letters and cards—
Date of collection, Oct. 15, 1912: examinaover seventy-five in all—came from rela- tion, Oct. 17.
tives and friends, with words of rememAppearance
Turbidity, 0; sediment, 0;
brance and hearty congratulations. Wash- color, 1.5.
Odor—Cold,
none;
hot, mouldy.
New
ington, Minnesota,
Jersey, Vermont,
New Hampshire and Massachusetts were
Residue on evaporation—Total. 2.10; loss on

Absolutely Pure

OBITUARY.

Sbbcrtistmmis

ELLSWORTH WATER

COLE,

Fruit and Produce Commission Merchants

Apples, Potatoes, Cranberries
Specialties.
weekly market report.
100-102 Faneuil Hall Market,
Boston, Mass.
our

Send for stencils and

ALICE

H.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY KADI OP

Metcalf’s Fox Decoy
$1*00
9

A reliable fox eeeat used
exteaxlvely toy old tr*pperi. gltherlaodorwetet
trapping. Caab with

■. c. uruu * oo.. iiniii. n. m.

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GBNKRAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit A Trust Co., ol Portland, (or furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter! typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug

APPLES
bVV^f POULT R

Store). Ellsworth. Me.

S
The mere eye* o» advertisement catches
Uu mere dollars it is wortA.

L.

Ship To
BURR
&

Boston,
Stencils

aud-Oards

Mass.

Furnished.

Y

CO.,]

COUNTY NEWS.

the

people

issues of

progressive

the

on

day.
Oct. 28.

Ch’B’kr.

Shirley Schoppe and family, of Northeast Harbor, have moved in to Dr. Hodg*

Miss Mary Mayo is visiting friends at
Kent's Hill.

Henry French,

of

Oakland, visited

Mr. and Mm. Thurston, of West Trernont, are spending a few weeks with their

PARTRIDGE COVE.

son

ins’ house.

rela-

Arthur

tives here last week.

from

Miss Eirena DeBeck visited her sister.
Miss Muriel, at Orono Friday, returning

are

Hope,

home

Robie

bridge, Mass.,

have been

Aroostook, where they

Alfred
Maneon

viiiting

been

are

daughter

and

Norwood

who have

James Hartwell, of Bar Harbor, who
spent last week with his aunt, Mrs. Harvey Bragdon, returned home Saturday.
Theodore Bragdon is home from
New Sharon, where she visited her grandMrs.

H.

A.

Edgar Springer and family have moved
daughter, Mrs. Warren Ames.
up from Sound, where they have lived the
Mrs. Mary Wilbur and little grand) past two years.
daughter, of Island Falls, who have been
William Emery and wife, Albert Mears
guests of Mrs. John D. Perkins, have re- I
wife, William Kellen, Hoyt Smith and
Henry Bartlett and family were
the guests of Misses Maud and Jennie
Canuck at the Peters camp. Branch pond,
and

turned home.

wife and

C. Foss, of the high school,
Principal
and Miss Haskell, assistant teacher, with
Misses Evelyn Brown, Katherine Bunker
he State
and Florence Blaisdell, attended
teachers’ convention at Portland.
M.

spent

definitely.
The Congregational sewing

The “fair-weather man”, like the human
in afproduct, is a consequential element
fairs mundane. Oct. 24, the date set for
the birthday party opened with rain and
wind so that a postponement of proceed-

Hubbard.

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Auburn, is
vacation at S. W. Cole's.

George Cole,

of

on

tbe event

his annual

happy

Mrs. A list on Adams arrived from Boston Wednesday.
Oapt. A. F. Holden and wife left for

affair.

Mayo took

Boston

an

ladies of the
I^awton.

Mrs. D. W. Torrey is visiting her aunt,
Mrs. Nancy Whitteraore, in Camden.

party were his wife, Mrs. Ida
Richardson, Caroline Lawler and Annie
Lowell

day last week while
swinging from the dangerous device put
up and left near the Cooper cottage by
summer
was

|
j

with

arm

one

visitors.

Lowell,

Millard

Roberts,

carried him in his

w

When llannat'ord

recovering from his auto*
kept him in bed a couple of
months, he found great comfort in the telephone.
He had an extension telephone set beside hi> bed.
and not only kept in touch with his business, but
had daily chats with his friends.
The telephone in the home is a boom to the

Mrs. F. H. Annis and son King, who
visiting in Boston and vicinity,

have been

ho

are

arms

home.

Dr. Charles L. Knight, of Boston, visited bis parents, Levi Knight and wife,

suffering
boy to Dr. Phillips, who set tbe bones.
last week.
NORTH LAMOINE.
Mrs. Hannah Moulden, who bad been
faithful
Mrs. F. I>. Eaton and little daughter
after a long wait affairs were moving. !
Mrs. Henry Linscott will go to Bar Har- ill at tbe home of her daughter, Mra. Vera visited her
parents, John Marshal)
Phebe Thurston, at
McKinley, several and
The committee on refreshments were up | bor this week to visit relatives.
wife, at Deer Isle this week.
died Wednesday night, Oct. 23.
to their parts. The vestries were radiant
months,
Miss Lois Calderwood, of Dorchester,
| Miss Muriel Linscott, who has been em- 1 Mrs. Moulden was a devoted mother.
with light, the tables attractive with
ployed at Bar Harbor, is home.
who has been the guest of Mrs.
Since her widowhood she bad gone from Mass.,
vines and bouquets, ice-cream and cake
|
Mrs. Abbie Austin will leave this week i one home
Adams the past month, left for
to another, show ing her love by Margaret
abundant and free. An inventory of sacks
for Castine to visit her daughter, Mrs. J.
home Monday.
For
care of the little ones.
her
with their contents was an interesting
helpful
j
L.
Bowden, before going to Lawrence, several
Oct. 26.
culmination of the evening. Some con- Wesley
years Bbe had suffered from tumors
for the winter.
in her w rist and arm, undergoing several
tained bits of verse with the contribu- Mass.,
Maynard Young, while driving through operations with great courage and fortiSOUTH DEEK ISLE.
tions, all of which summed up to over
$100. Belated sacks are still coming Hancock Sunday, saw a cow moose ami I tude.
Sadie Greenlaw, of Oceanville, is a guest
calf near the Henry Milliken place.
Spray.
Oct. 28.
through the mails. The solicitors express
of Winnie bye.
Oct. 28.
Y.
hearty thanks to all who kindly and genMrs. Carrie Moore, of Ellsworth Falls, is
!
Sewali Gross, of Oceanville, is employed
acwould
and
gladly
erously helped,
COREA.
visiting here.
at Anthony Bye's.
if
a
letter
with
each
return
knowledge
Arthur Robinson has bought Charles
Mrs. Vernon Small and Mrs. Lena SeekLizzie Bridges, who has been working at
possible.
Kea's cottage and moved in.
Bar Harbor, is home.
ins spent a few days recently in TbomasB.
Oct. 28.
Ezra Lurvey and wife, have moved from ton and Kockland.
i Harry Morrison, wife and baby, who have
SURRY.
been living at Bar Harbor, are here to Cranberry island to their new home here.
j Jason Greenlaw and wife, who bare
j
Paul Clark has gone to Boston.
How ard Gilley, of Rockland, is spending spent a week at their home here, returned
; spend the winter with Mrs. Morrison's
: parents.
to Isles boro Thursday.
a few weeks with his sister, Mary Lurvey
Capt. Charles Coulter is home.
Nathaniel Young, one of our oldest and his brother George.
Mrs. Benjamin Barbour, of Deer Isle,
Willard Kane has returned from AroosMrs. M. C. Trundy has gone to French- and Mrs. Byron Tracy, of South Deer isle.
took.
| citizens, died Oct. 23. He leaves a widow,
four sons, and three daughters. Rev. Mr. boro to spend a week with her step- | went to Gam den Monday.
Helen Clark, who has been employed in j
of Sullivan, officiated
at
the daughter, Mrs. Charles Lunt.
Miss Edit Baker, a deaconess, is holding
Bernard two years, is home for the winter. Wood,
I
funeral. The floral pieces w*ere many and
Peraie Lurvey has returned from Bangor, revival services in the Methodist church,
The young people will give a hallowe’en beautiful.
where she has been visiting her daughter. j District
Superintendent Palladino held
party in the grange hall Saturday evening.
Oct. 26.
8.
conference at the church SaturShe also visited her brother in Brewer.
quarterly
Miss
The grammar school closed Friday.
day.
wife
have
Tinker
and
returned
John
for
Bren non, the teacher, left Saturday
WEST EDEN.
The teams of Joseph Brimegeon and J.
I home, after spending a week in Rockland
her home in Bangor.
Harvard Ray and family, and Mrs. Alwith Mr. Tinker's brother, Capt. E. li. E. Small came into collision on the cross
Albert Conary and Eugene Conary spent vah Ray are visting relatives here.
road to Sunset Monday night. Mr. Small
; Tinker, who is having his vessel repaired
1
part of last week here, returning Monday
Miss Natalie Tinker, of Sound, is at
before going South for the winter.
received quite a shaking up and bis carto their work in Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Henry Graten’o and attending Bchool.
Oct. 28.
Spec.
nage was badly damaged, but he conwas
in
Ed. Wescott, of East Bluehill,
Oct. 21.
M.
sidered himself fortunate that things were
WINTER HARBOR.
town last w’eek, called here by the illness
no worse.
Annie
is
ill
of
seriMcKay
Swazey
has
been
jaundice.
of his brother Joseph, who
! Colon Higgins has purchased an autoU.
Oct. 25.
Miss Muriel Tripp has so far recovered mobile.
ously ill, but is now better.
who consented to

from town, and several

forgot it, apparently, but a
few held to their promises, and

take

part

j

C.

Oct 21.

until he found

a

team to take the

was

mobile accident which

Miss Linda Bray, of MounUinville, is
boarding with Mrs. M. E. Hillings.

had the misfortune to

Ralph

bis

to “Shut=in”

Monday.

Capt. William Lowe is visiting his
brother, 8. T. Lowe.
Extensive repairs arc being made on the
house of Charles Foster.

break

Brought Relief

REACH.

was

automobile party
on an enjoyable trip in tbe early part of
last week, returning Wednesday night
just in time to escape the atorin. The

j

Deasy.

a

Simeon

Mrs. Guy Smith, of Steuben, was a ret. nt guest of Mrs. E. W. Bridges,
ings was the result for that day. The
Frank W. Cole, of Nashua, N. H., is
next day it rained! The following day it j
J
here with relatives.
rained! But late in the afternoon of Sat- } spending a vacation
Mrs. George W. Colwell and daughter
urday there were signs of a hold-up, and
couriers were out announcing a forward are spending the week with her son
movement. Toe brilliant moon bright- Charles in South Hancock.
|
ened the eveniug and lured quite an audiThe Unity club met Thursday with Mrs.
A change in the pro- : Feroime Main and re-elected officers for j
ence to the church.
I
or
gram was necessary, as the chairman
j another year. This week the ladies will !
chairwoman of entertainment was called
I meet with Mrs. Daniel

circle

Opt. Ernest Gray

turned

entertained by Mrs. Margaret Trundy at
“Pleasant Valley Farm” last Wednesday.
Fine weather and a picnic supper made

Sunday.
Oct. 28.

:

and family have refrom New York to spend the w inMrs. Julia Newman is taking charge of ! ter with his parents, 8. D. Gray and wife.
the household affairs at J. A. Freeman’s
Arthur Gray, who was seriously injured
during Mrs. Freeman’s absence in Port- in New York in September, is visiting his
land.
He is
parents, Arthur Gray and wife.
Owing to the stormy weather, the har- gaining, end hopes to t>e able to resume
vest supper of the Methodist aid society, work before long.
O.
announced for Oct. 24, was postponed inOct. *26.

Mears, who accompanied
Mrs. Alice Burkhart to New York, returned home Friday with Mr. Mears.
Mrs.

and wife and Mrs. Hugh
a few davs in Bos-

speuding

Melville Crockett and family, who have
a few days w ith relatives lore, returned to New York Friday.
Jesse Gtay will go to Ihirk Harbor in a
few days with a crew of men to build a
wharf and boat-house for Mr. Kellogg.

home.

Mrs. George Harmon, who, with son
Ronald, has been visiting her mother,
Mrs. Crip pen. at Allston, Mass., is home.

Emery and wife.

Blake
are

ton.

in Cam-

Rev. A. P. MacDonald, sea coast misemployed.
at the Congregational
Joseph Leighton, wife and children are sionary, will pnsco
Nov. 3.
visiting Mrs. Leighton's parents, William church Sunday,

Saturday.

Ibbtrtfcmmts.

with

pear.

Eugene.

Mrs.

Eaton

Francis

and

but

business,

disappearing lumber and advent of
western grains, it fell into decay. One
regrets to see the old landmarks disap-

the

SOUTHWEST HARBOH.

FRANKLIN.
F. L. Swan has had his bouse painted.

years didathriving

COUNTY NEWS

the

“shut-in”.
Every Bell Telephone

New

it a

Lon; Distance Station

England Telephone and
Telegraph Company

j
j

HIMtK RUBBERS

1

|

■

“Standard firtt quality” means that after 60 years of experience it is the Standard established by us for first quality and
every rubber is branded with the “Hub-Mark.”
Hub-Mark Rubbers are constructed and the compound put
together to give the best possible service under all conditions
and still be sold at a price that will permit everyone to wear
them and get the maximum return for his money. They cost
no more than any first-class rubber.
Try them.
Hub-Mark Rubbers are made in all styles and for all purposes.
The Hub-Mark is your Value-Mark.
If your dealer cannot supply you, write us.

|

_

leave

Fails,

worth

the winter.

week

this

wber

he

Ill health

is

Ells-

for

will remain
the

cause

for

of his

leaving. A;k icr pastor will be sent soon
to fill the vacanc>.
Anon.
Oct. 28.
_

The steamer Castine, of the BangorBrooksville route, will make her last trip
for the
sumed

season

April

Oct. 31.

Trips

will

be

re-

15.

It is reported that O. L. Tapley has sold
the Cousins house to James Fairbrother,

Wellington.

of

Ellis,

Rev. Florence

missionary,

lectured

of
at

Portland, State
the Congrega-

tional church Sunday evening.
Jerome P. Tapley is having lumber
hauled from (Joodell’s mill

for the house

proposes to build this fall.
Rev. Harry Hill and wife left to-day for
Centre Harbor, N. H., where Mr. Hill will
be pastor of the Methodist church.
he

Hiram Blake and
wife and three

family,

sons

took

Gilman
a

|

Blake,

motor

to be out.

1

Auger is visiting his par-

Middieboro,

Mass.

Wilson G. Blake, of Portland, was the
guest of Leon L. Smith and wife several
days recently.
wife and Harold Carter,
and wife, of Bar Harbor, and Wilson
Blake, of Portland, are on a ten-days’
Leon Smith and

hunting trip
took the

in East Orland.

Lewis
new

Hall

mobile.
Oct. 21,

auto-

K.

MT. DESERT FERRY.

! and

of several months. She leaves a husband, two sons—Fred, of Rhode Island,

ness

of

Bar

Harbor;

and

two

Mrs. Mark Grant and Mrs.
daughters
Bernice Pettingill, both of Bar Harbor.

an

Mrs.

or-

M. C. Foss secretary. The
town committee is composed of W. E.
Bragdon, C. E. Butler, Rev. A. C. Brown,
A. L. Bunker and John Perkins. The

will,

if

possible,
speaker before election day, to speak
A

obtain

T.

Small is

seriously ill

at

8.

Tortuing eczema spreads its burning area
Doan’s Ointment quickly stops
every day.
its spreading, instantly relieves the
itching,
cures it permanently. At
any drug store.—
Advt.

a

to

the Track
Log
of the fast express means serious trouble
ahead if not removed, so does loss of appetite.
It means lack of vitality, loss of strength, and
nerve weakness
If appetite faiia, take
Electric Bitters quickly to overcome the
cause hr toning up the stomach and curing
the indigestion.
Michael
Hessheimer, of
Lincoln, Neb., had been sick over three years,
but six bottles of Electric Bitters put him
right on his feet^again.
They have helped I
thousands.
They give pure blood, strong !
nerves, good digestion. Only 50 cents at all

druggists.

Amos

her home here.
Oct. 24.

made

on

1

CASTOR IA
For Infant* and Children.

The Kind You Have
Bears the

Signature of

painting

the

Always Bought

boating, is home.
Capt. Erast us L. Gott has returned from
I
| Cape Rosier with a load of apples.
•
Miss Marion Traak, of Atlantic, is viait| ing her sister, Mrs. Vera Harding.
1
Clarence Harding brought home his
new power boat from Hutton
Tuesday.
Mrs. Laura Moore is spending a few
J
days at her home getting ready for, winter.
! Oct. 25.
Chips.

Flint wharf and beached for slight
| repairs Later she will be taken to Kllsworth for the winter and hauled out for

I the

:

|
I

a

thorough overhauling.
Tuesday morning one

BOSTON RUBBER SHOE

NEURITIS

aifafrtistmmlf

CO.,

Malden, Mass.

EIGHT WEEKS TO

GOUT

CHRISTMAS

RHEUMATISM
Simple 50-CVnt Remedy That Is Having a rretiM'iidou* Sale.
Notice how few people in £Usworth art
suffering from Rheumatism since G. A
Psrcber offered RHEUM A to the public at
a bottle and offered
money back
anyone who isn’t pleased.
It’s only the skeptics
who
allow
Rheumatism to have the upper hand;
wise, broad-minded persons have freed
themselves from the merciless grasp of

50 cents

i to

|

; the enemy of mankind.
RHEUM A takes right hold
the poisonous accumulations

|

and attacks
thst

cause

Rheumatism, Gout, Lumbago, Arthritis,
Neuralgia and kidney troubles and drives
them from the body. Be healthy —happy
sleep well and work cheerfully. Try
RHEUMA.
—

of

pair of valuable young horses owned by E. C. Hammond broke through the coal
wharf, both
hind legs going down
through to his body,
He was extricated with
difficulty, apparently none the worse for the accident.
a

SYMPTOMS OF COHSUMPTIOM
Yield

The block owned by Tracy & Bunker
narrowly escaped destruction by fire
Thursday forenoon. The excessive heat
from a burning chimney caused the fire
to break out in one of the halls on the
second floor, dense smoke
filling several
rooms.
Prompt action by the townsand
the
use of fire extinguishers
people
saved the building.
Slight damage was
done.
8

SUNSET.

chairman and

committee

j herSteamer Mascot has been taken from
Winter mooring here in the harbor to
j

Oct. 28.

progressives met 'at the town hall

Saturday evening and perfected
ganization. T. M. Blaisdell was

all of Bar Har-

summer,

—

The

daughter Marguerite,

Mrs. Blanche Shaw, of Brewer, spent was calling on friends here Tuesday mornen route from Uonldsboro.
with her uncle, 1. L. Ward well.
She was
j ing
accompanied by her niece, Lula Perry,
Arthur Jellison, who has been employed
w ho will spend some weeks with her.
at Bar Harbor through the
is ;

Maurice,

are

cottage.

a

Sunday

_

G. Burnham called upon friends here
last week, en route from his farm in Litchfield, to his lumbering business in Cutler.

AU HALT.

are

J. Johnston has painted his house.
| bor, were recent quests of Daniel MorriCrabtree and Fred McLane are I son and wife.
Mrs. Susie Jordan, of Northeast
painting Miss Beulah True’s house.
Harbor,

boat I home.

E.

wife

birth of

I. L.

and

ISLE

Painters from Kockland
Dickerson

S.

trip
Cape Rosier Saturday to visit their | Oct. 28.
C.
parents, Charles Blake and wife.
BIRCH HARBOR.
The intentions of marriage' of Mrs.
Grace E. Dargis, of this town, and Os- i
Mrs. C. A. Crane is
visiting her sister,
mond Ellis Ames, of Monmouth, have
i Mrs. E. A. Pettee, in Seal Harbor.
been filed at the town clerk’s office.
Rev. W. H. Rice, of Lamoine, is
Oct. 28.
Tomson.
I
spendI ing his vacation with relatives here.
WEST FRANKLIN.
| Mrs. Fred Crane has returned from
Charles E. Smith is recoving from the
Franklin, where ahe has spent some time
measles.
with her parents.
Blanche Caler has gone to Pembroke for
Oct. 21.
C
an indefinite stay.
BAR HARBOR.
Lewis Shuman and Thomas Macomber
Mrs. Almon Harden died Oet. 19 at her
have returned from a hunting trip at
home on the Eagle Rake road, alter an illplantation 33.

her mother there.

have

street to Atlantic

_

party to camp in his

to

Mrs. Watson McGown returned from
HuITb Cove Saturday, after accompanying

family

and

receiving
Irvin Dodge, of Kockland, is visiting his
son, born i parents, James Dodge and w if#,
Oct. 24.
j J. F. Conley, of York island, is building
C. C. Hutchings and wife, of Prospect a storehouse for
keeping salt aud other
visited
Mrs.
Harbor,
Hutchings' father, stores for fishermen.
I.
B.
week.
last
Capt.
Foss,
Mrs. E. W. Bowditch and daughter
Mrs. Agnes Covam has moved from the
Elizabeth, of Boston, enjoyed a few days
rooms she has
been occupying in the
last week at their cottage,
block, and is with her mother, Mrs. Lewis
C. D. Turner is repairing and putting
Smith.
| stoves in the meeting-house in expecla!
Adams
and
his
Principal
assistant, Miss tion of church services this winter.
j
Tracy, with Mias Crook, of the intermedi- 1 Oct. 19.
C,
ate (trades attended State teachers’ con| vention at Portland last week.
0OTTS ISLAND.
Mrs. Minnie Allen and son Durrell, Miss
J. Melvin Driscoll, who has been steami Clara Morrison and Harry Morrison, wile

SALISBURY COVE.
Rev. Mr. E.
ents in

WEST BROOKSV1LLE.

as

Henry Thompson
Thurlow and Liston Mayo have re- I moved
from Forest
turned from Presque Isle, where they have street.
been employed on a large potato farm.
Clifton Tracy
and
Oct. 28.
M.
congratulations on the
Fred

church

wii!

and

from her illness

Matterson,
pastor of the
here, has resigned,

Mr.

Rev.

Methodist

CAPE ROSIER.
Calvin Wescott is in poor health this fall.
Mrs. Flora Bailey, of Boston, is
visiting
at John Blake’s.
Mrs. Adlena Black is keeping house for
Orlando Howard.
Albert Gray went to Portland Friday for an operation at the hospital.
The old grist and saw-mill at .Goose
Falls was torn down Monday. This was
built in 1840 by Ezra Burke, and for
Mrs.

Fortune* In Face*.
There’s often much truth In the saving,
“her face U her fortune,” but its never said
where pimples, skin eruptions, blotches or
other blemishes disfigure it. Impure blood
is back of them all, ana shows tbs need of Dr.
King's New Life Pills. They promote health
and beauty. Try them. 26 cent* at all druggists.

j
I

to

Vinol.

The medical profession do not believe that consumption is inherited,
but a person may inherit a weakness
or tendency to that disease.
A prominent citizen of Evansville,
“I was ill for five
Ind., writes:
months with pulmonary trouble, and
had the best of doctors; I had hemorrhages and was in a very bad way.
Through the advice of a friend I tried
Vinol, and I feel that it saved my
life.
It is all you recommend it to
be. I believe It is the greatest medicine on earth. I have advised others
to try Vinol, and they have had the
same resujts.”
(Name furnished on
request.)
Vinol soothes and heals the inflamed
surfaces and allays the cough. Vinol
creates an appetite, strengthens the
digestive organs and gives the patient
strength to throw off incipient pulmonary diseases.

Try a bottle of Vinol with the understanding that your money will be
returned if it does not help you.
P. S.
Stop scratching, our Saro
Salve stops Itching.
We guarantee it
Geo. A. Parclier, Druggist,
Ellsworth, Me.

SAVED HER

HUSBAND
IN THREE
DAYS

“My husband isn’t loaded with whiskey any

more—he doesn't want it and won’t |«n>k at It.
1 cannot express mr gratitude.’* From a genuine letter among the scores we can show you.
proving absolutely that the

1

Eight little Saota CUm« all in
«-»hopptng to go.
Thu o the right
»row

Next Week There
Will Be Only
Seven.

DRINK HABIT

be overcome by the NEAI. 3-DAY
TREATMENT. No hypodermics used. Results
absolutely certain. Call upon, address <>r phone

can

The Neal Institute, flA Pleasant Au-uue,
Portland. Me. Tel. 4216.

Drug Habits Specially Treated
with Great Success.

PLUMBING,
Hot Water heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty

Year*’ Experience.

Personal attention to all de*p s. Telephone
or mail orders
promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 6—5.

Pauper Notice.
«***{*”
IAVINU
contracted irlth the CltJ
wa
worth to support and care for those
next n
ty need assistance daring the
art and are legal residents of ElUworth.
•*
rbid all persons tresting them on
nnt. as there is plenty of room and
>dations to care for them at the CityFsr
M. J. DacMunTuse.

NEWS.

COUNTY

BLUE HILL.

chapter, O. E. S., Tuesday evening. There
was a large
attendance, and a pleasant
evening was enjoyed. Sandwiches, cake

Mr,. E. P. Bub.on has returned from a
trip t° Boston.
F. G. Havlin, ot Horaerville, Maas., spent
here.
tbe week end

Miss Grace Friend picked several clusters
of ripe raspberries in her field last week.
E. C. Cole and wife returned
Friday
from a visit to their sons in Connecticut

and

Hedgwick,
jure. Julia Wilson,
ot Miss May P. Ober.
ol

^‘ret

IVarl Atherton and wife
Bar Harbor.
Sullivan and

are

the

Is

visiting

coffee

were

aBSttumiuni*

served.

of Children

They

when there will be work.

home.

C. N. Rhodes and wife have closed their
home here, “The Willows,” and left last
week for Boston.
They will spend the
winter in Bouth Carolina.
Oct. 28.
H.

P. Townsend returned from
by her
Boston Oct. 28, accompanied
daughter Miss Ethel.
A.

Mr“-

Misses Sherman and Jennings, who have
the summer at “Kowen Trees",
have returned to their borne in Cleveland,

spent

WEST SEDGWICK.

O.

John Hooper and brother Colby shot

Wardwell, L. E. Wardwell and H.
A. Alien, of Camden, spent a few days
here last week bunting. They are motorE. J.

republican rally at the
There will be
town hall Friday evening, Nov. 1. Hon.
Elmer P. Spofford, of Deer Isle, and Hon.
Harold M. Bewail, of Bath, will be the
of this meetdiscussion ot the alleged

a

■;.«

lull.
or-

*

h

In Effect

That tn the death of ComnWt
have lost A Worthy member and
who took a Kreat luterest in the post,
h be Joined twenty-four years ago.
red.

r. we

KtnotvtH. That we extend to his bereaved
cared for her invalid
v, who devotedly
ind through many year* of anxiety and

>«dant care, our heartfelt sympathy.
That a copy of tb<**e resolution*
b* placed on our records, that a copy be sent to
Kliswobto Awrbicah for publication,
Ti
and that the hall be draped in mourning for
8- !*• Sbowmak,
thirty days.
A. C. 8TBVBNS,
A. C. Osoood.
Committee.
c*

UHOOKUN.

Iliidgt.

V. C.

is

(pending

a

week

in

Bod oh.
f;i!;on Stanley
York Wednesday.
of

Dr. H
eral

:ay» ;os

como

Kocklaud,

Adelai

fcn

»

home

was

New

from

in town

eev-

week.

WnlU«<:* BmitU is

...

....

Brewer June.
BANGOR.... ar.

AM
AM
.t to 80

j ’.
;

visiting his aunt, Mini

ith, in Boston.

Fred Stewart, w ho has had m bad breeding sort on is ;l»ger, is better.
Mrs !>*s»ie M rks and son Albert left
for Somerville. Mass., Monday.
Frank T >!cott,of Winthrop, Mass.,
the guest of M *. A. W. Bridges.

Mrs.

S
M
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BANOOR.Iv.
Brewer June.
Holden.
Kitery’s Mill.
Phillips I.»ke...—
Green l^tke.
Ellsworth Falls.
KLL8 WORTH.
Wash'tft’n June.
Franklin Hoad.
Hancock.
Waukeag. Folllvn Ky
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Borrento.
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Hum i’u>.

1111.1

uni' r.

™

h.iiu

«

every dealer in Main*
PORTLAND, as no
satisfies so thoroughly.

NOTICE

Sfcr^-~POgTLAND.MAINE^> JL

Fobesc®
Banking.
O/

6

h
is what your money will
invested lu shares of the

warn 11

LMoriii Loan and
NEW SERIES

A
Is

now

Shares, SI each

open.

WHY

PAY

V

:

arriet Kane .'ft* returned

trea

M

she went to have her throat

<1.
>.

(erter and

Alia
to

raov

family

have

where Mr. Carter

lyon,

h.ia

etnph yment.
Mrs. G. M Foley, of Boston, who has
sp nt Mteral months at F. W. Cole’s,
wont h^ni Monday.

can borrow <>n your
a first mortgage and
every month? Montbl>
ami Interest together
payment*
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The Harvest Home society held its annual supper and fair at Masonic hall Wednesday evening, Oct. 33. Net proceeds,

fd7.
Mrs. Caroline Harrington has returned
home in Revere, Mass. She was
accompanied by her brother, George Herto her
rick.

York’s Sunday school class
give Rev. ‘John McKay and wife a
hallow e’en party at the parsonage Wednesday evening, Oct. 30.
Mrs. S. E. McFarland, who has been
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Russell Morgrage, at Calais, and Mrs. Arvard Nichols,
at West Brooasville, is home.
The students of the high school will
give a hallowe’en party at the grange hall
Thursday evening, w hich promises to be a
Mrs. Laura

will

delightful

affair.

the senior

class.

The

proceeds will

be for

Brooklin reunion, under the auspices of the Brooklin club, will be held at
Odd Fellows hall. Intercolonial building,
214 Dudley street, Boston, Saturday evening, Nov.‘9. All Brooklin friends are invited.
Une Femme.
Oct. 28.
The

w

SEDGWICK.
J. Frank Gray is confined to the house
ith lameness.
Miss

from

a

Florence

Morgan

has

returned

visit in Boston.

Mrs. J. E. Wilson is in Bluehill with
her sister, Miss May Ober.
The men who have been working in the
corn factories returned home Tuesday.

Mrs. Dinsmore, of Auburn, D. D. G. M.,
made her visit of inspection to Columbia
Saved by HI* Wife.
She’s a wise woman who knows just what
to do when her husband’s life is in danger,
but Mrs.*. J. Flint. Braintree, Vt., is of that
kind. -‘&he insisted on my using Dr. King’s
for a dreadNew Discovery,” writes Mr. F..
ful cough, when 1 was so weak my friends all
thought I had only a short time to
live, and It completely cured me.” A quick
cure for coughs and colds, it’s the most safe
and reliable medicine for many throat and
lung troubles
grip, bronchitis, croup,
whooping-cough, quinsy, tonsilitis, hemorrhages. A trial will convince you. 50cts. and
$1.00. Guaranteed by all druggists.
—

Steamship
Corporation.

Bar Harbor ami Boston $4.7ft.
One Way. $8.50 Bound Trip.
anil
IShieliill
Boston
$4.50,
One Way. $8 Kounii Trip.
Sedgwick ami Boston $4, One

Way.

For

particulars Inquire

ot

O. \V\ Taplky, Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
W. Kino. Presiflent

A.

Steamer J.T. Morse leaves Bar Harbor Monat 10 GO a m for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
Haven
North
and Rockland, conStontngton,
necting with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Booth bay leaves Hluehll! Mondays
and Thursdays at io 00 a m for 8outb Blueblll,
Brookhn, Sedgwick. Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
South Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.
Sedgwick Hue discontinued tor the season.
KKTCUNING
Turbine Steel Steamship Belfast »r
Camden
Leaves Boston 5 p. m Monday, Tuesday
Thursday and Friday for Rockland, connecting,
with steamer leaving KocRlano ft.lft a m, Wednesday and Saturday for Bar Harbor, Blueblll,
Sedgwick ami Intermediate landings.
E. L. Smith. Aeem, Bar Harbor.
M. H HR RICK. Agent. Bluehlil.
A
E. J. EatOM, Agent, Sedgwick.

days and Thursdays

'SUHrtUstmnits.

Pay Nothing
Unless Cured
A Postal will bring Trial Treatment
and a History of Famous People.
MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets surely do
end all indigestion and stomach misery,
and to prove it we will send a trial
treatment, an interesting booklet, and
tell you exactly how to banian all
stomach trouble and put your stomach
in fine shape or not a cent to pay.
Just say on a postal or in a letter,
“Send me free trial treatment of MIO-.NA,” and you will never be sorry—
address Booth’s Mi-o-ua, Buffalo, N.
Y. O. A. Batcher guarantees them.
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FORECLOSURE.

STATEMENT OK THE CONDITION

SAVINGS

BANK,

TREMONT,

it existed on the 20th day of August, 1912.
H. P. Richardson, Treasurer.
Perry W. Richardson, President.
%
Trustees
Perry W. Richardson, Herbert P. Richardson, Eugene M. Stanley, Everett A. Stanley, William H. Thurston.
organized January 17, 1874.
LIABILITIES.
As

—

Deposits.

Reserve fund.
Undivided profits.

#82,983

56

#89,623

48

4,993 14
1,656 78

RESOURCES.
Public Funds Owned.
Town of Tremont, orders,
Railroad Bonds Owned.
Augusta. Winthrop & Ourdiner, 5s, 1935,
Bangor A Aroostook, 5s, 1913,
Bangor A Aroostook, 4s, 1951,
Bangor A Aroostook. Washburn, Ext 5s, 19
Bangor Railway & Elec. Company, 5s, 1935,
Bostou A Maine, 4s, 1926.
Bridgton A Saco River, 4s, 1928,
Lime Rock, Is. 1929.
Mousam River, 0s, 1912,
Penobscot Shore Liue, 4», 1920,
Portland A ltumford Falls, Is. 1927.
Rockland. Thomaslon & Camden, 4s, 1921,
Somerset, 4s, 1955,
Total railroad bonds

of

Par Value.
#707 36

Estimated and
Market Value,
#707 36

corporation bonds owned,

Railroad Stock Owned.
Portland Railroad,
National Bank Stock Owned.
First National Bauk, Bar Harbor,
Other Bank Stock Owned.
Bar Harbor Banking A Trust Company,
Loans to Municipalities.
Town of Southwest Harbor,
Tremont,
Loan
Loan

on
on

Charged

Booxs.
#707 36

on

2,000 00
1,100 00
5,950 00
1,030 00
3.570 00

2.000 00
1,000 00
6,760 00
1,000 00

2.000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
500 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
2,000 00
2,925 00

2,000 00
1,000 00
1.000 00

4.000 00
2.000 00

4,000 00
1,990 00

1,000 00
3.000 00
2.000 00

1,000
3 000
2.000

500 00

1,000 00
1.000 00
2,000 00
2,910 00
25,670 00

6,000
1,000
3.000
2.000
500
4.000
500

1,600
1.000

5,990 00

500 00
4,000 00
500 00
1,500 00

1,030 00

00
00
00
500 00
4.000 00
500 00
1,500 00

400
500

McKinley Fish & Freezer Co., stock,
Augusta Loan A Building Associa-

13,500 00
1,687 50
600

00

1,500 00
00

400 00

00

500

00

8,100

00

1,650 00

500

2,000 00
1.100 00

2,000 00
1,100 00

1.400 00

1,400 00

3,453 73
175 00
29,868 89

3, 453 73
175 00
29.868 89

Cash
Cash

2,867 80
676 20

2.657 30
676 20

deposit.
hand,

25 00

Dae

depositors, earned dividend and accrued State tax.

Estimated market value of resources above liability for
deposits, earned dividend and State tax,
Anuuat expenses, #325.
Robert F.

25 00

84,922 62
3,383
89,623

Unpaid accrued interest,

00

1,500

400

tion book.
Leans on names.
Loans on personal property,
Loans on mortgages of real estate.
on
on

To all person* interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
probate court held at Ellsworth, in ano
for the county of Hancock, on the tirst
day of October, a. d. 1912.

I

At a

following matters having been pre
sented for the action thereupon herein
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that no
tice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be pub
lished three weeks successively in the Ells
worth American, a newspaper published a
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may at
pear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the fifth da\
of November, a. d. 1912, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if thej

THE

see cause.

j

Wherefore your
petitioners respectfully
petition this Honorable Court to give such
notice as is required for the location of new
ways, proceed to bear the parties, examine
said ways, and locate and define their limits
and boundaries by placing stakes on side
lines, at all apparent intersecting property
lines, and at intervals of not more than one
hundrcd feet, and cause durable monuments
to be erected at the angles thereof, and in
all other acts
general to do and perfor
necessary and iu conformity to the Revised
Htatutes of the State of Maine, os provided in
section II of chapter 23 of said Statutes, and
acts amendatory thereof and additional there-

Martha J. Coolidge, late of Hancock, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Lizzie F. Crabtree,
the executrix therein named.
Emma N. Devereux, late of Castine, in said to.
Dated at Cranberry Isles this filth dav of
county, deceased. A certain instrument pur- October
A. D. 1912.
porting to be the last will and testament of
Frank E Htanlby.
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof,
presented by Burnett Dunbar,
the executor therein named.
Municipal Oflieern of the town o; <. r. nberry
Andrew J. Harriman, late of Bucksport, In
said county, deceased. A certain instrument ^
purporting to he the last will and testament 01 I
said deceased, together with petition for pro
STATE OF MAINE.
bate thereof, presented by Elizabeth L. HarriHanccok ss.:—Court of County Commisman, the executrix therein named.
Gideon L. Joy, late of Hancock, in said sioners, October Term, A. D. 1912.
Upon the foregoing petition the commiscounty, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament and sioners being satisfied that the petitioners
codicil thereto of said deceased, together with are responsible, that an inquiry into ihe
petiton for piobate thereof, presented by merits is expedient, and that the petitioners
ought to be heard touching the matter i>efc
Alice H. Scott, the executrix therein named.
Isaac W. Blaisdell, late of Orland, in said forth in their petition;
Order—That the county commissioners meet
Petition that Tracy N.
county, deceased.
Eldridge or some other suitable person be at the Town Clerk’s office of Cranberry Isles,
Thursday the twenty-first day of November
appointed administrator of the estate of said on
deceased, presented by A. R. Buck, a creditor A. D. 1912, at 10 o’clock A. M., and tbeife proceed to view the route mentioned in said petiof said deceased.
immediately after which view, ahearing
Lucy D. Karri ham, late of Penobscot, in said tion,
of the parties and witnesses will be had at
county, deceased. First account of Lizzie E.
some convenient place in the vicinity, and
Clement, executrix, filed for settlement.
Charles C. Brown, late of Bucksport, in said such other measures taken in the premises
deceased.
Second account of Sher- as the commissioners shall judge proper.
county,
And it is further
man W. Davis, administrator, filed for settleOrdered—That notice of the tinhe, place and
ment.
Edward W. True, late of Hancock, in said purpose of the commissioners’ meeting aforesaid be given to all persons and corporations
county, deceased. First and final account of
Mildred T. U. True, administratrix, filed for interested by serving an attested copy of the
petition and this order thereon upon the
settlement.
Cynthia Carter, late of Brooklin, in said clerk of the town of Cranberry Isles, a like
county, deceased. First and final account of copy upon Frank E. Stanley, one of the peLizzie E. Staples, administratrix, filed for set- titioners, and by posting up attested copies
as aforesaid in three public places in said
tlement.
Francis M. Weld, late of Boston, in the town thirty days at least before the time
for said view, and by pubcounty of Suffolk, and commonwealth of Mas- appointed
petition and order thereon
First account of C. lishing the
sachusetts, deceased.
Minot Weld and W. Rodman Peabody, trus- three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper published at Ellstees. filed for settlement.
Helen R. F. Davis, a person of unsound worth, in the county of Hancock, the first
publication to be thirty days at least before
mind, of Ellsworth, in said county. Second the
time of said view, that all persons and
account of Irving Osgood, guardian, filed for
corporations interested may atteud and be
settlement.
Nathaniel W. Preble, late of Boston, county heard if they think fit.
Attest:—John E. Bunker, Clerk.
of Suffolk, and commonwealth of MassachuPetition filed by Wm. B. A true copy of the petition and order thereon.
setts, dtceased.
Attest:—.John E. Bunker, Clerk.
for
administrator,
license
to
sell
Blaisdell,
certain real estate of said deceased, as described in said petition.
STATE Or MAINE.
Abbie J. Sucy, ft person of unsound mind, of
Hancock 88.
of Ellsworth, in said county. Resignation of
To the Honorable Board of County CommisAlbert F. Burnham, guardian, filer.
sioners of the County of Hancock, State of
Arthur A. Burnham, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. Petition tiled by AlMaine, at the regular session of said Board
to be held at Ellsworth in said county on
bert F. Burnham, executor of the last will and
the 8th day of October, a. d. 19J2.
testament of said deceased, that an order be
issued to distribute among the heirs of ^aid i \ITE the undersigned, municipal officers of
the town of Eden.
Hancock county,
deceased, the amount remaining in the hands | YV
of said executor, on the settlemeut of his | Maine, respectfully present this our written
third account.
petition asking for the alteration of the highHoratio H. Heavey, late of Dracut, commonway within said town.
The highway which we respectfully ask to
wealth of Massachusetts, deceased.
Petition |
filed by Fisher H. Pefcrson, administrator dr j have altered is a part of the highway extendbom's non, that, said administrator tie bonis j ing from Duck Brook to Hull’s Cove, the presboundaries of which were on petition
non be ordered by said court to transmit cer- ! ent
tain funds received from the sale of certain j therefor determined ud fixed by this court at
real estate of said deceased, in the .State of j the January term 1905; the present boundaries
Maine, to himself, the said administrator de of that part of said highway, an alteration of
bonis non in the commonwealth of Massachu- which is desired, are described as follows:
Beginning at an iron bolt driven in the
ground, said bolt hearing north 43 east and is
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said Court
49.5 feet distance from a stone post set in the
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register. ground marking the line between land now as
formerly of Glendower Evans and land of
Alexander J. Worts, formerly Cornelia Prime,
thence south 87'‘ 00'east 814.9 feet to an iroa
To the Honorable Court of County Commisbolt; thence south 63 10' east 195.65 feet to au
sioners of the County of Hancock and State iron bolt; thence south 45 0/east 94.2 feet to
an iron bolt; thence south 23
IIP east 88.8 feet
of Maine:
to an iron bolt; thence south 16° 00' east 142..7
ESPECTFULLY represents the underfeet to an iron bolt; thence south 20
15' east
the
officers
of
the
V signed,
municipal
86 63 feet to an iron bolt; thence south 38 Of/
Town of Cranberry Isles in said County of
184.38 feet to an iron bolt; thence south
Haucock, that the true boundaries of certain east
within said Town of 38 00'east 388.14 feet to an iron bolt; thence
town ways, situated
south 35 45' east 117.9 feet to an iron
Cranberry Isles, are doubtful, uncertain or thence south 27 00' east 199 feet to an oolt;
iron
lost; that said ways were duly and legally lo- bolt; thence south 25 15' east 277.26 feet to an
cated. as appears by the records thereof in
iron
thence south 24 40' east 241.4 feet io
bolt;
the Clerk’s Office of said, Town of Cranberry
an iron
thence south 18 15' east 116.1
Isles, said ways being described as follows: feet to anbolt;
iron oolt; thence south 10 00' east
First: A way located on Cranberry Island
101.8 feet to an iron bolt; thence south 8
30'
(or Oreat Cranberry, as sometimes'called), east 173.37 feet to an iron bolt; thence south
beginning at a point from which the south- 5’ 00' east 145.3 feet to an iron bolt; therce
corner
of
ol
house
the
late
westerly
Joseph 8. south lb 15' east 122.8 feet to an iron bolt
Spurling bears N. 31 15' W. 33 feet, and near driven in the ground in the
driveway leading
the middleof the old traveled road; theuce N.
52
31/ E. 622 feet to the iuside of tlie Sea to Mrs. A. J. Davis said bolt bearing north 56>
and is 49.5 feet distance from another
Wall. At that point the road is to widen ou 45'east
the south side to 32 f and thence continue in iron bolt driven in the ground marking au
the same direction 32 feet wide to the sea in angle in the western side line of said highway; said above described line being the
Spurling’s Cove so called.
side line of said highway; said way
Also beginning at the above described point easterly
rods wide.
and running S. 12° E. T31 feet to the top of the being 3
We
respectfully
pray that the part of said
hill near Enoch J. Bulger’s; thence 8. 8° E.
highway next herein above described may be
716 ft. to a point midway between the southso that the same, as altered, shall be
west corner of Charles E. Spurliug’s field altered
described substantially as follows:
fence and the corner of Win. P. Preble’s field
Beginning at a point in said highway which
fence; thenc** 8.10° 30' E, to a ledge on School bears
north 43° east and is 24.75 feet from a
House hill 188.4 feet; thence 8. 25 30' E. 936
stone post set in the ground in the south line
feet to a point near Asa I). Stanley’s driveof said highway and marking the lire between
way; thence N. 21 oO'E. 255.8 feet, thence 8.
land as formerly of Glendower Evans and
17 E. 306 feet to a point opposite John G.
Bunker s north field fence near his dwelling: land of Alexander J. Worts, formerly Cornelia
Prime: thence south 63° 41' east 67
feet;
thence 8. lc. E. 353 fe.-t, thence 8. 16 30/ E.
thence deflecting to the right on a regular
575 5, thence 8. 18 E. 825.5 ft. to a point near
curve wh se radius is 874.4 feet and whose
Julia M. Spurling’s barn; thence 8. 12 45' E.
is
central angle
25 47'393.48 feet to the point
388 ft., theuce 8. it 30/ E. 568 feet to Wm. H.
of
of said curve; thence on a tangent
Bulger’s; then 8. IS 45' E. 436 6 feet to Wm. H. to tangency
said curve south 37 54' east 1071.7 feet;
Bulger's south line; thence 8. 14 E. 964 feet thence
deflecting to the right on a regular
to a point near Julia Wyatt’s house; thence
curve whose radius is 382 feet and whose cenS. 63- 15' E. 699feet to a point in the line be
tral
is 15 10' 101.l fee. to the point of
angle
tween Sara’l N. Bulger and Enoch B. Stanley,
tangency of said curve; thence on a tangent
theuce 8. 67° 30' E. 161.6 feet to Samuel N.
of said curve south 22° 44' east, 703.2 feet:
Bulger's southeast line; thence 8. 56° 30/ E. thence deflecting to the right on a regular
300 feet, thence 8. 66° 45' E. 213 feet; thence N.
curve whose radius is 422 feet and whose cen81° 15'E. 487.6 feet; thence N. 87
30' E. 263 7 tral
angle is IS 51' 138.83 feet to the point of
feet; theuce N. 73- 45' E. 228 feet; thence N.
of said curve, said point of tangency
56- SO7 E 154.6 feet; theuce N. 43
E. 283 feet; tangency
bearing south 86J 07' west aud is 24.75 feet disthence N. 51° E. 150 feet; thence N. 60-' 15' h.
tant from an iron bolt driven in the ground in
236 ft. to the north side of George R. Hamor’s
the easterly side line of said highway; thence
wharf. All parts of the aoove road to be
last mentioned curve
on a tangent to the
twenty-two (22) feet wide except the north south 3° 53' east 168 feet to a point 24.75 feet
end which is to be thirty-two (32) feet as
of the northerly end of the Davis
westerly
hereinbefore described{— and the above dethence on same course 89 feet; deflectscribed line to be the middle line of said road. wall;
to the left on a regular curve whose radius
.-econd: A way located on Islesford in said ing
is 578.9 feet and whose central angle is 19 37'
town of Oranberry
Isles, beginning at the 199.1 feet to the
point of tangency of said
tide waters North of W. E. A: G. Hadlock's
curve, said
being 24 75 feet north 65^ 4V
large wharf, thence to high water mark, at east of an point
bob driven in the giound
iron
which we commence to chain at the centre.
said
an angle in the west line of
The centre of said road to be one rod and marking
thence in a tangent of said curve
highway;
eight links from the old store; and also the south 24 15' east 15 feet to a point which bears
same distance from a rock at the corner of the
south 5& 45' west, and is 24.75 feet from the
new store platform, as
bounds, and running
northeast corner of land of Walter O. Ladd.
N. easterly 12 rods through the fish
yard,
Said line next herein above described runthence 4 rods E. N. easterly between the
from laud of Glendower Evans to the
ledges: thence e*st southerly 18 rods be- ning
land
of Walter G. Ladd to be the center line of
tween W. E. Hadlock’s old house anti milk
said
h
ghway as altered, said highway to be 3
house; thence easterly 20 rods, opposite the
Kidd house; theuce N. easterly 10 rods be- rods in width throughout.
of said
And
we further pray that so much
tween the ledges; thence easterly 16 rods to
highway as first herein above described as lies
near a spruce bush on the right, 1 rod from
outside the limits of the highway as altered
centre, theuce E. 8. easterly 28 rods, leaving
be discontinued. We respectfully pray
Tyler Stanley’s gate post one rod on the left may
board will give such nofrom the ceutre, to a rock near Tyler Stan- that your honorable
will after
as is required by statutes and
rod 6 links; thence tice
ley’s well on the left,
a»ier said highway substantially
hao,
bearing
same course 40 rods to near Franklin Stanas requested hereby.
ley’s porch, centre of road lLo rods from said
Bar Harbor, Maine, Sept. 26.19i2.
porch; thence 8. easterly 31 rods to near a
James W. Silk.
spruce tree 1*2 rods from the centre on the
Orient E. Brewer.
left; theuce 8. 8. westerly 70 rods, marking
Selectmen of Eden.
trees for the centre, to Samuel Gilley's corner
bunk; thence S. more westerly 20 rods to tide
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss:
Court of County Commissioners, October Term, A. D. 1912.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Upon the foregoing petition the Commissioners being satisfied that the petitioners are
WHEREAS, Nellie L. Sinclair, of Ells- responsible, that an inquiry into the merits is
TV
worth, Hancock county. Maine, by her expedient, and that the petitioners ought to be
mortgage deed dated March 5, 1906 and reheard touching the matter set forth in their
corded in the registry of deeds in Hancock petition;
county, book 429. page 107, conveyed to the
Order—That the county commissioners meet
Ellsworth Loan & Building Association cer- at the selectmen’s office in Bar Harbor, Maine,
tain real estate in said Ellsworth described in on Wednesday, the 20th day of November, a. d.
said mortgage as follows:
1912, at two o'clock p. m., aud thence proceed
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in to view the route mentioned in said petition,
Ellsworth, aforesaid, on the westerly side of immediately after which view, a hearing of
Beal’s avenue with all buildings thereon, the parties and witnesses will be had at some
being the homestead of Martha A. Salisbury convenient place in the vicinity, aud such
and conveyed to Nellie L. Sinclair by deed of other measures taken in the premises as the
March 17. 1906, to be recorded in Hancock commissioners shall judge proper. And it i»
registry of deeds, the said lot being bounded further
easterly by Beal’s avenue; southerly by the
Ordered— That notice of the time, place and
Maloney homestead; westerly by the railroad purpose of the commissioners’ meeting aforeand northerly by lank of Parady and compris- said be given to all persons and corporations
ing two lots, one conveyed by Daniel S. Beal to interested by serving an attested copy of the
Elisha T. Salisbury by deed dated September petition and this order thereon, upon the
14,1889, and recorded October 81, 1889, in Han- clerk of the town of Eden, a like copy
upon
cock county, Maine, registry of deeds in book M. C. Morrison, one of the petitioners, ana
by
239. page 318, and the other lot conveyed by
copies as aforesaid in
posting up attestedin said
Maria K. Maloney to Maria A. Salisbury by three
town thirty days at
public places
deed dated April 15,1897, and recorded January least before the time appointed for said view,
20,1899, in said registry in book 332. page 338, aud by publishing the petition and order
and whereas, the condition of said mortgage thereon, three weeks successively in the Ellshas been broken; now, therefore, by reason worth American, a newspaper published at
of the breach of the condition thereof the Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock, the first
Ellsworth
Loan &
Building Association publication to be thirty dajs at least before
claims a foreclosure of said mortgage.
the time of said view, that all persons aud
Ellsworth, Maine, October 22,1912.
corporations interested may attend and be
Ellsworth Loan & Building
heard if they think fit.
Association.
Attest:—John E. Bunkkr, Clerk.
A true copy of the petition and order thereon.
By Peters & Knowlton, Attorneys.
By Edmond J. Walsh, Treasurer
Attest:—John E. Bunker, Clerk.

r>

—

1.000 00

13,500
1,500

Total.
#707 36

3.500 00

Maine,

Ashland. Light. Power A St.. Ry., Wi9., 5s, 1939,
Topeka Railway. Kan., 5s, 1930,
Total railroad bonds out of Maine,
Corporation Bonds Owned.
Bar Harbor Electric Light Co., 4*«8, 1921,
Bar Harbor & Uuiou River Power Co., 5s. 1935,
Berliu Mills Company, 5s, 1918,
Kennebec Light A Heat Co., Augusta, 5s, 1918,
Orono Pulp £ Paper Co., 6s, 1941,
Rockland'Rockport Lime Company, 5s, 1920,
Southwest Harbor Water Company, 4s, 1922,
Standish Water A Construction Co.. 4s, 1928,

JLrrjiil Xoticra.
waters at Woods Pond Landing, near a rock
one rod from the centre on the left. Also a
branch on the old road from said road, near
F Stanley's bars. E. southerly 8 rods to W.
E. & (J. Hadlock’s back lot bars: the line described to be the middle of the highway, saM
road to be 270 rods and branch 8 rods,
more
or less,” in length, and width of road to be
frcm outside to outside 22 feet. Width of
travelled way between ditches 16 feet.

1

OP THE

Total

Stomach Sufferers

533

Bank Statement.

$7.00 Bound Trip.

Oct. 7 to 21 Special Fall Excursion to Boston anil Ketiirn at Bed uccil Bates.

160

IT

HOME.

TREMONT
Eastern

40 75

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the fifteenth day of October, being an adjourned session of the October, a. d. 1912, term
I of said Court.
appearing that the first Tuesday of November, a. d. 1912, the time for holding the
regular term of said court., will be election
day for the choice of presidential electors,
which iu accordance with section 52, chapter
79. K. S. of Maine, is a court holiday.
It is hereby ordered that said court be held
on Wednesday, the sixth day of November,
a.
d. 1912. at F.llsworth, the regular place for
holding the November term of said court,
H. KNOWLES. Judge of Probate.
i JEROME
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

RENT

shares, give

on

Btngor, wher*

1215

monthly pap

menIs, si per share.

leave Bangor at 7 a ra; KllHworthH.il a rn for
Bar Harbor
Returning leave Bar Harbor 4 p
m; Ellsworth 8 20 p ra for Bangor.

Washington County Railroad.
Passengers are earnestly requested to procure tickets before entering the trains, and
especially Ellsworth to Falls aud Falls to
Ellsworth.
H. D. WALDKQN.
ernl Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD.
Vice-President & General Manager.
Portland. Maine.

163 78

said Southwest Harbor, a certain lot or parcel of land in said Southwest Harbor and
bounded and described as follows to wit:
Beginning on the county roa.i on and in the
south side of a blue ledge, thence running
westerly eight rods to a stake and stones;
thence northerly in a line parallel with said
road five rods to a stake, thence easterly and
parallel with tbe line first mentioned eight
rods to said road; thence southerly by said
road five rods to the first mentioned bound,
containing one fourth of an acre with the
buildings thereon; and for a further description reference may be bad to deed recorded in
Hancock registry of deeds, book 219, page 73.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have bet n and still remain broken; now
therefore by reason of the breach of the conditions thereof 1 claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage and give this notice for that purAnson I. Holmes.
pose.
October 26, a. d. 1912.

Mis.

from

4981

\T'f HERE AS Jacob B. Walls, of Southwest
Harbor, county of Hancock, and State
\\
of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the
twenty- third day of August, a. d. 1905, and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds, book 421.
page 447. conveyed to Anson I. Holmes, of

wURGESS

;

reduce

’Daily except Sunday.
°I)aily except Monday.
By ia Kderts, of Brooksville, is
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.14
vi .din *
r ti ;■
Mrs. J. B. Babson.
| p in. ami arriv ing at Ellsworth 11.06 a m, 10.62
p m connect with Washington Co Ry.
H<roid Batson, with a friend, of Boxt Stop# on signal to conductor.
in
weeks
two
is
Miss.,
burv,
sliding
(Stops only to leave passengers from points
»■>

other

8 55

.ijio 59'..:.
•: 6 36 *11 03) t 3 41 : 5 47
! 6 41 11 10 3 4rt! 5 57
« 63 11 22 : 3 56 : 6 07
6 20
7 06 11 35, 1 08

less,

Amt.

James F. Singleton,
Treasurer of State.

Almost

M

*

.|
AM

9 00
AM
PM
1 20!.fll 00 -12 35
AM
AM
PM
PM
6 00 *10 30 t 3 10 * 5 15
6 07' io rri! 3 16
5 21
i 6 29; 10 55 ^ 3 35, 5 40

00;...

acres, more or

No.

carries

4 50
8 30

.;.t 8

sixty

Weathers all Weathers.

CM

5 .50 *12 50
4 50
Portland.ar.
7 55
Boston via Dover ar
9 05
5 15
Boston via Ptanith ar
BANOOR TO BAR HARBOR.
P

^

*11 20 t
11 27
11 30
lit 40 ;

....

Portland.Iv

Herrick i« borne from yachting.

SV.II

rUKlIMlHOR ..lv
8*>rrent«
Sullivan.
Mfc Desert Perry.
Wautceajr, Sulllvn Ky
Hancock.
Franklin Hoad.
Wash'rt'n June.
EL 1.8 WORTH.
Ellsworth Kalla.
Xicolin.
Green Uke.
Phillip* I *Ve.
V«- ,y*- M :

less,

T. No. 32, M. D., part of. being a
ticket lot, numbered 23. in the
east half of said township,
bounded and described as follows: Beginning at the southeast corner of the public lot in
the north half of said township;
thence south 160 rods; thence
west 160 rods; thence north 160
rods to the south line of the
public lot; thence east along
the south line of the public lot
160 rods to the point begun at.
Said lot contains one hundred

Will make your buggy, carryall,
automobile or farm wagon look
like NEW,
Combines Qualify and Brilliancy In
Exceptional Measure.
You simply cannot buy a better
line of coach colors than PORTLAND. As for wear it

ZZZ

UAH H'.khoh to banuoH.

Boston via Dover Iv
Boston via Plsuith iv

29._H.

OH.

The ideal colors
^
for
the
rainy day job
^

Sept. 30, 1012.

;

Maw.

liliiiiimijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiij

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

MBMOBIAL RBftOM’TfOBfl.

Jt'hfrrat, Comrade Kdwin A. Butler, an est( im»d member of James A. Garfield post.
n
0. A. R., ha* been removed from our
k* by death after many year* of intense
with wonderful courage aud
-u fit ring borne
he it
{. :titode; therefore

J. C. AYER OO.. Loweii,

the

PORTLAND

Stella Carter is employed at Mildred
“stealing" of delegates at tbo Che ago W- *■•!>, Mrs. Weasel is visiting her
convention.
in
parents, Curtis Durgain and wife
The progressive rally in the town hall Bangor.
Oct. 28.
D.
Saturday evening was attended by a largo
E. M. Thompson, of Augusta,
su it r e.
John F. Wood presided.
w is the speaker.
U.ulroatis nnli Steamlonta.

The Ellsworth band turniahed music for
tl,
rally and a free dance afterward,
which was enjoyed by about eighty
couples.

TOWNSHIP.

Guilford

and Margaret
Gray, of Bouth Penobscot, visited Mrs.
Hattie Gray recently.

special feature

A

ing will be

Jennie

HANCOCK COUNTY.
Year
1910
T. No. 7. South Division, being the
entire
township
containing
seventeen thousand nine hundred forty acres, more or less.
No. 10, South Division, part of,
being a tract of land in the
south part of said township,
bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at the point
where the north and south divigsion line of the two and onehalf mile strip is intersected by
the southerly boundary line of
a tract of land known as the
Fox Pond Quarter; thence running westerly along the south
line of said Fox Pond Quarter
240 rods; thence at right angle
southerly 810 rods; thence at a
right angle easterly 240 rods;
t thence northerly along said
{ original north and south division line to the point of beginning. Said tract is reputed to
be owned by C. Vev Holman,
and contains one thousand two
hundred fifteen acres, more or

a

Mad® by

ers’ convention in Portland.
Mrs.

cough today,

child is called dull and stupid
when the whole trouble is due to a lazy
liver. We firmly believe your own doctor
will tell you that an occasional dose of
Ayer’s Pills, sugar-coated, will do such
children a great deal of good. Ask him.

A large bull moose has been seen in this
vicinity several times.
Miss Phebe Durgain attended the teach-

a

speakers.

Many

a

deer last week.

ing through eastern Maine.

may not

but what about tomorrow?
Better be prepared for it
when it comes. Ask your
doctor about keeping Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral in the house.
Then when the hard cold or
cough first appears you have
a doctor's medicine Qt hand.
This cough medicine is
especially guou ior children.
No anodynes. No alcohol.

II. L. Morgan, stage driver on the BlueEverett Chase, U. ot M., '13, spent the
hill route, will finish work this month.
WCek-end with bis parents.
W.
E. Sylvester will take bis place.
W. Gray, wife and daughter Mildred
a few days in Otis.
T. A. .Smith and wife and Master Paul
,re .pending
left Thursday for Rockland. They will
yiiss Adelaide Pearson, of Brookline,
visit in Massachusetts before returning
Mass., is in town looking after her cot-

Legal Noticra.

MAINK.

Treasurer's Office.
Augusta. Oct. 21, 1812.
Pursuant to chap. 9. sec. 44, of the revised
statutes, as amended by chap. 226 of the public laws of 1909. I will at the Treasurer of
State's office at Augusta, on the twenty sixth
day of November, next, at 11 o’clock a. m., sell
and convey by deed to the highest bidder, ail
the interest of the Btate in the tracts of land
hereinafter described, lying in unincorporated townships, said tracts having been forfeited to the State for non payment of State,
county and iorestry district taxes, certified to
the Treasurer of State for the year 1910. The
sale and conveyance of each tract will be
made subject to a right in the owner or part
owner whose rights lfave been forfeited, to redeem the same at any time within one
year after the rale, by paying or tendering to the
purchaser his proportion of what the purchaser
paid therefor at the sale with interest at the
rate of twenty per cent, per annum from the
time of sale, and one collar for release, or
such owner may redeem his interest by
paying as aforesaid to the Treasurer of State
as provided in
chap. 9. sec. 46, of the revised
statutes.
No tract, however, wilt be sold at a price
les* th<*u the full «mount due thereon for
such unpaid Htate. county and forestry district taxes, tnt* rest and costa, as described iu
tire foil wing schedule:

The Coughs

Pennsylvania.
Minnewaukon chapter, H. A. M., will
resume sessions next Tuesday
evening,

tage-

OF

8TATK

and

in

JUgal Kourra.

50
48

92,888 37
83,250 72
9,437 65

Dunton, Bank Commissioner.

We Have One of

Clothing, Furnishing Goods,tobeFound
Hancock
Selected
Hats, Caps and Shoes
Stocks of
County
the Best

able to give you some of the best merchandise manufactured in New
back.
England. We guarantee every article we sell to be as represented, or your money
We have never been better prepared to clothe you from top to toe than at the present time. New Suits, Overcoats, Hats, Shoes and Furnishing Goods now ready for your
We

for six stores, therefore

buy

we are

service.__

Johnson Pants

Suits

Dutchess

This is the best

Trousers

wearing pant made

Lot 196 heavy
for the money.
all
vrool
and guarangray, strictly
teed in every way for

83.50.

pant with a binding
guarantee of 10c for a button or $1 for a rip.
The

We

give Style, Comfort ard
Service at moderate Cost.

Pant, 83.

10 Cents

a

styles in Neckwear for 25c ami
Suspenders, 25C and 50c. Cotton
and wool hose for 15cand 25c. Gloves, 10c
to 82 and most anything that you need from
top to toe to keep you nice and warm this winLatest

line be-

over our

50c.

fore you purchase your outfit. We guarantee them;

Button; $1.00 a

why

Rip.

not

try

a

pair?

Shirts, Underwear
Hathaway
please the man

Shirts
who

are

buys

and

and roomy

large

them at

ter. Come in and see our line of merchandise.
Y6u will be well repaid for your trouble.

S*ywi'^l\A*« U

always

81.

fancy colors for 81,

Flannel Shirts in blue, gray and

81.50, 82, 82.50.

We sell BOSTON SPECIAL SUITS ami
save

you from

$2

to

$4

on

one

every

can

SHOES

buy

you

at our store.

Cotton and Heavy Jersey Outside Shirts for 50c.

Heavy

and

Ribbed

Fleece-

lined Underwear for 50c.
All Wool and

Underwear.

Wool Mixed

showing all the new styles in suits
for fall at 812, 815, $10, 818 and 820.
Boston Special Suits at 812 hold their
shape, look and fit better than lots of $15 suits
We

that

$1.00,81.25,

81.50,81.75.
Union

for

in Fleece-

25c.
Wool Mixed Underwear, 50c
lined for

Boston

of these

fine hats.

large line of those New, Rough Felt, Soft Hats
81.50, 82 and up to 83.
A

New Fall
>

Caps

shades.

Suits at

810, 818 and

will compare in value with suits that sell
for a good deal more money, as the value is in
the goods and not in magazine advertising.
See This Line Before You

Buy Your Fall Suit.

OVERCOATS

of the best hats

in the country. We
have them in all the new fall
shapes; your outfit will not be
one

new

worsteds

in

for

for

50c and $1

For

large

assortment to select

and

from,

820

we

W

Caps

We have

buy

for

$1 and $1.50

a

most

wearing

the money.

large

assort-

ment of these shoes in both

and black

tan

like

to

color,

and

sell you

a

Tan Shoes,
$4.00, $4.50,
$5.00

have

and it will pay

you to look over this line before you
new fall overcoat.

best

shoes made for

beaten for the

price.
815.50, 815, 818

of the

one

and

stylish

Boston Special Overcoats in the new model
50 in. coat with a convertible collar is the best
seller we have shown.
Two lines of Boston Special Overcoats at 812
in gray and brown mixed cloth; they cannot be

a

sole agents in

pair.

your

A few small-sized overcoats that sold
Winter

are

SHOE,

would

03

complete without

Special

815

Suits at

820

Guyer Hats
one

Special

We

Ellsworth for the ELITE

the market.

are on

Boston

81,

81.50, 82.

This is

are

and cassimeres in all the

Underwear

Boys’ Underwear

made for

the best

sell.

we

Look

trousers

ryjrcHEss

strictly

Lot 2400 is the gray Samson Pant, all
wool, but not as good as the Johnson

and will stand behind every

pair

dark pant

83.50.

$1.50 to $5

9 ^

heavy

nearly rain-proof; one of
working pants we have,

from

grades

a

all wool and put through a rainproof process which makes them

all

in

them

have

Lot 950 is

Black Shoes,

for

$12 and $13.50, we will close out while they
last for 88.49. A good chance to get a good
coat cheap.

$3.50, $4,
$4.50

We want your trade and will do our part at all times to please you. We also guarantee you
tion in anything you purchase. WHY NOT LET US SELL YOU YOUR FALL OUTFIT 1

W. R. Parker
Boston
W. A. Alexander

Manager

perfect

satisfac

Qothing Company,

Special

Clothes

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE

Shop

Main

St., Store Formerly Occupied by J.

A. McGown

